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Whipping:
Reflections
on the Syariah
and the Quran

principles."
That the Ouran seeks primarily to raise
moral consciousness through persuasion is
borne out clearly by the verses that deal
with the consumption of alcohol. Sura
AI-Baqarah: 219 for instance observes,
"They ask you about intoxicants and
gambling; say, "there is gross evil in them,
and some benefits for the people. However. their evil outweighs their benefit."
The approach is to try to convince
people by conceding that while there are
some advantages. the disadvantages are
greater. This is not an example of a rigid,
superficial black and white morality. In
the other verses on alcohol, Sura AINisaa: 43 and Sura AI-Maa'idah 90-91,
the Ouran warns Muslims against performing prayers under the influence of
intoxicants and advises them to abstain
from abominations like intoxicants. The
Ouranic style contrasts glaringly with the
fire-and-brimstone stance of some ulama.

Justice and Equality

t is a pity that some of the ulama and
certain politicians, youth leaders and
students have chosen to respond to
criticisms of the introduction of
whipping for criminal offences under
the Syariah, by accusing the critics of
'heresy' and of betraying Islam and
insu lting the religion.
The response of these individuals, in
a sense, reveals some of the major flaws
in their whole approach to Islam. They
are quick to label their critics. Worse,
they often demand punitive action
against them which exposes their own
total lack of tolerance of views different
from theirs. It also suggests a highly
authoritarian streak in their outlook on
Islam. They are simply not willing to
discuss issues rationally or to analyse
ideas sensibly.
Though this is the typical attitude of
an ever-expanding community of mainly
young Muslims who see themselves as
the champions of the Faith, we should
go on trying to persuade them to reflect
on Islam and to ponder upon various
dimensions of their own commitment to
the religion. This modest contribution
to the oniJoing discussion on the Syariah
is part of that endeavour.
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Education
To start with, let us assume that it is
proper to impose whipping for consuming
alcohol in public and for illicit sex and
other such crimes. Before implementing
such laws. shouldn't a Majlis Ugama
organise a systematic campaign to
educate the Muslim public o f the adverse
consequences of alcohol consumption or
illicit sex for the spiritual development of
the human being, the moral climate of
society and indeed, the physical wellbeing of the individual? Such an education campaign should appeal to intelligence and rationality and should be
supported by cogent arguments.
After all, education is the way of the
Ouran. This is why the Ouran advises and
exhorts and sometimes admonishes.
Meting out punishment is not even a
secondary aim of the Ouran. Only a small
portion of the legal prescriptions in the
Ouran deal with types of penalties for
specific crimes. And even the legal prescnptlons constitute less than onetwentieth of the total injunctions in the
Ouran! As the Muslim scholar, Said
Ramadan once put it, "The major portion
of the Ouran is, as with every Holy Book,
a code of Divine exhortation and moral
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It is not just in their inability to understand why social education should precede the implementation of certain laws
that the ulama have been disappointing.
They have also failed to consider whether
the canons of justice would be violated if
they hastened to punish the guilty. It is
a cardinal principle of Islamic jurisprudence that the strong should not
escape the law simply because they are
strong.
This princiriP. is closely inter-twined
with one of the fundamentals of
Islam, namely, the equality of all human
beings in the eyes of the law. So important is this teaching in Islam that if
there is a likelihood that justice will not
be done, a Ruler or administrator is
advised to defer the implementation of a
particular regulation. Indeed, there is an
authentic hadith (saying of the Prophet
Muhammad) that warns Muslims against
implementing laws in such a way that
only the poor and powerless are punished
while the rich and powerful are protected.
It is significant that the 21 year-old
worker who was sentenced to whipping
by the Kelantan Syariah Court for consuming alcohol in public also asked that
the punishment be meted out fairly,
regardless of social status.
This is an important point to consider
because the existing structure of Muslim
society makes it difficult to apply Islamic
laws with equal fairness to all strata and
all individuals. The recognised position
and established status of certain dignitaries wou ld undoubted ly exempt them
from punishment. however apparent their
guilt. This would make a mockery of the
law. It would be a travesty of justice itself.
Even as things stand, there is an abun-

dance of evidence to show that with the
exception of a few negligible instances,
the vast majority of those who have been
penalised for khalH;at (close proximity)
and zina (adultery) come from the
weaker segment of society. And yet we
know that those in the upper echelons are
not all angels and saints!
Surely the ulama must be concerned
about this - if they cherish justice and
fairness. How then can they, without a
twinge of conscience, implement laws
which they claim will uphold justice?

Syariah and Critical Analysis
So far we have analysed the implications and possible consequences of
enforcing certain forms of punishment
for certain crimes. But what about the
forms of punishment themselves? Are
they justified from the perspective of a
rational, progressive approach to Islam?
The ulama and a number of young
Muslims claim that punishments like
whipping for consuning alcohol and fines
for khalwat should not be questioned by
anyone since they are all part of the
Syariah. The Syariah, they argue, is
sacred.
The Syariah, which means a "way"
includes not only beliefs but also rituals,
rules, practices and laws pertaining to
both the private and public life of a
Muslim. As a body of ideas, it developed
over a long period cf time and is, on the
whole, quite comprehensive. However, it
is wrong to regard each and every aspect
of the Syariah as divine. Of course, those
laws within the Syariah which are derived
directly from the Quran are part of
Divine revelation. But a Jot of the other
Jaws, rules and practices in the Syariah
were actually developed and elaborated
by jurists and administrators on the basis
of their own interpretation of Ouranic
prescriptions and more important, their
understanding of hadiths and the life
of the Prophet Munammad, apart from
the edicts of the illustrious Caliphs of
antiquity.
There is nothing sacred about
these laws and regulations which
the learned jurists and ulama of the early
and medieval periods of Islam had formulated. Like other scholars, these men,
pious though they were, could not
transcend the limitations imposed by
their epoch in history. They made Jaws
guided by their wisdom and by the
quantum of knowledge available to them.
Indeed, some of trese jurists like Abu
Hanifa and Ahmad lbn-Hanbal were
humble enough to recognise the timebound character of their Jaws.
The punishment
for consuming
alcohol in public, like the penalties for
khalwat, are part of the multitude of
laws forged rn the course of Islamic
history. They are not sacred or divine.
The Ouran does not suggest any form of

punishment for consuming alcohol. There
is not even the concept of khalwat as
a sexual sin in the Ouran, Jet alone
penalties for it!
There are many other elements in the
Syariah pertaining to education, health,
commerce, taxation, foreign relations and
of course the position of women which
have little direct relationship to ideas
embodied in the Ouran. It can even be
argued that in some cases, Syariah
concepts have developed in total variance
with the spirit of the Ouran.
For instance, the Ouran has annunciated the payment of zakat as basic principle
of Islam because of its commitment to
redistributive justice. But it does not lay
out a specific rate of payment. The rate
and the mode of taxation have, however,
turned out to be unjust to agriculturalists
partly because the classical jurists did not
give enough attention to the economic
and sociological factors which influenced
the Prophet's implementation of the
zakat in his time and environment.
This is the danger of blind, fanatical
adherence to the Syariah. It will not
only result in grave injustices but also
retard creative thought and intellectual
growth. This is why for centuries now
many wise Muslim thinkers have called
for critical analysis and reflection on
various aspects of the Syariah. They
want certain laws especially those conditioned by the customs and practices of
a particu lar age, to be re-interpreted and
re-formulated in accordance with the
spirit of the times.
Abdul Rahman lbn-Khaldun, perhaps
the first sociologist in history, was one of
the earliest to demand such a re-appraisal.
He, like the others, felt that a major portion of Syariah laws and practices had to
be subjected to vigorous re-evaluation
through ijtihad. ljtihad in essence is the
endeavour to re-interpret ex isting laws
and to formulate new rules guided by
Ouranic principles and the example of
the Prophet.
A
Muslim
academic,
Subhi
Mahmasani has even argued that, "the
closure of ijtihad violates the provisions
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and concepts of Islamic juris-prudence.
and condemns all Muslims to permanent
stagnation and exclusion from the
application of the Jaws of evolution.
It imposes upon them to maintain the
same conditions prevailing at the time
of ancient jurists, and to follow the
pattern they had set for themselves and
for the Mus ims of their days and the
days that will follow until eternity. The
error, all the error, lies in blind imitation
and restraint of thought. What is right is
to allow freedom of interpretation of
Islamic jurisprudence, and to liberate
thought and make it capable of true
scientific creativeness". Another wellknown Muslim intellectual Asaf Fyzee
has asked rhetorically, "By the relentless
pursuit of logic and the critical method,
history, ecoromics, politics and modern
law, can we not forge a new critique of
the Sharia which will galvanise society
into a healthier fabric?"

The Ouran and Reinterpretation
More than a critique of just the
Syariah, some of the noblest Muslim
minas throughout the ages have pleaded
for a deeper, more profound relationship
with the Ou•an itself. Deeper reflection
is imperative since the Ouran embodies
underlying values and meanings which
cannot be understood if one merely
concentrates on a formal literal interpretation. For there are undeniably
speci fie responses in the Quran to concrete historical situations which will
reveal their universal, ethical principles
only if one •s prepared to probe and
ponder.
The reason for this is not difficult to
comprehend. The universal, eternal
message 1n the Ouran, valid as it is for all
times, was after all conveyed through
a pan icu Jar people in a particu Jar context.
It therefore has a socio-historical dimension to it. This is why the Ouran abounds
with metaphors and symbols, laws and
!ores, ideas and practices drawn from
that sociological setting. It had to be
that way. For if God's eternal message
to the world did not have a context,
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Elite D 1sease

hose with political authorrty
or important political connections, invariably doMinate and control the institutions they are involved in,
even if these institutions do not come
within therr area of jurisdiction. Because
of their political position, they feel
they can violate established rules and
procedures with impunity. Thus, influential political personalities command
cooperatives to follow their dictates,
even if they have no legitimate authority
to do so.

T

Abuse of power
It is because one's power is regarded
as the key that opens all doors that Tan
Sris, Datuks and Yang Berhormats have
been able to use cooperatives to fulfill
their own lust and greed. Similarly, it is
political power that allegedly enabled
certain political leaders to compel Bank
Bumiputra and MBF officials to do their
bidding. These powerful individuals,
'monarchs of all they surveyed', saw no
reason to be restrained by banking
conventions and financial proprieties.
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They could demand total compliance
with their wishes even if their subordinates felt that something was wrong
because they were after all 'masters of
the land'.
These attitudes connected with power
and authority are by no means peculiar
to the financial scandals of recent times.
The civil service and agencies within
the public services have been subjected
to the same display of political might.
Public servants are sometimes forced to
accept the commands of their 'political
lords', however unjust or unfair they
may be. Some sound ideas on the economy have been sacrificed in this manner
at the altar of political expediency. At
the same time, certain aspects of the
decision-making process in institutions
which rationally-speaking, should enjoy
a degree of autonomy like universities,
are also sometimes conditioned by
political considerations. It has come to
a point where even in the private sector,
purely corporate matters related to
appointments, mergers and the like,
are known to be influenced by political
sentiments.

2

Bending the ru les
Whrle it is true that there are officers
in the public service and managers in the
private sector who resent having to bow
to political power when it transgresses
ethical norms, there is no doubt that
there are also many who would be
quite willing to bend the rules to please
their bosses. In an indirect sense, they are
also guilty of helping to perpetuate malpractices and misdemeanours. Some of
them may not even regard their actions
as wrong since they are done at the
behest of their political leaders whom
they hold in awe and reverence.
It is not surprising therefore to find
that at their own levels these subordinates
of the powerful are also quite capable of
abusing their authority. A company
director who is at the beck and call of
his political godfather may at the same
time have no qualms about using company funds for a private vacat ion. There
are heads of government departments
and statutory boards who consider it
perfectly legitimate to use their official
vehicles for all sorts of private purposes.

They are no different from the clerk
who uses the office telephone to make
private, long-discance calls.
The power-holders at the helm are
in no position to check these abuses
since they know that they have also
misused their authority on an even bigger
scale with far more disastrous consequences for everyone, as the various
scandals show. Indeed, it can even be
argued that those at the lower echelons
are merely following the example of
those at the upper echelons.
It would be worthwhile to ask at this
point why there is this dominance of
power and authority. There is no doubt
at all that the overwhelming legislative
and executive power of the Barisan,
and before that, the Alliance Government
- power whicb it has enjoyed without
a break for almost three decades - is a
major factor. Such enormous, unassailable
power for so long has made it easy for
the power-holders to dominate most
formal and informal institutions in
Malaysian socie:y. It has given them the
idea that they can do what they want.
Besides, the countervailing forces in
Malaysian socie:y be it the media or the
political opposition, have not really been
able to prevent the accumulation and
concentration of governmental power.
They would not be allowed to in any
case. On the other hand, even if they
had some scope to develop, it is obvious
that it will take a long time before InStitutions like the jud iciary or public
interest societies emerge as effective
checks and balances upon unbridled
State power.

Contemporary Feudalism
The situation has been further complicated by the historical and cultural
background of the country. The feudal
past is partly responsible for some of the
prevalent attitudes of both leaders and
led towards each other, especially within
Malay society. The notion that the
authority bestowed by office allows
one to exercise extraordinary rights
and privileges is perhaps rooted in that
past. Similarly the great reluctance of
a significant segment of the Malay
community to openly question a leader's
pronouncements and actions may also
be a feudal survival. Both these attitudes
are a boon to the type of scandals we
have witnessed. In one instance, it facili·
tates abuse of power on the part of the
elites. In the other instance, it ensures
acceptance by the masses of the wrong·
doings of the high and mighty.
Within the Indian community too,
given the perpetuation of an authoritarian
social structure lin ked to a caste hierarchy,
dominance by establishment elites has
not been a problem at all. It is perhaps
only among the Chinese as far as Penin·
sular Malaysia is concerned, that there

'Jutawanism' is thebe-all and end-all
has been considerable criticism of their
power elites. However, even in their case,
there are indisputably certain neo·
Confucianist ideas of loyalty to authority
which continue to persist. More important, among all the communities the
desire for economic secrity, often articulated through ethnic avenues, has resulted
in the strengthening of the overwhelming
power of those in authority. It is perhaps
this desire which drove many poor
depositors to place their life's savings
with cooperatives led by ethnic leaders
associated with the establishment.

Obsession with Wealth
Apart from the 'dominance of power,
the various scandals are also related to
what we shall call, the obsession with
wealth, an obsession which has become
so apparent in the last decade or so.
Acquiring, accumulating and flaunting
wealth has become the elites' most
passionate
preoccupation.
For
the
elites, wealth is the be-ail and end-all.
Jutawanism, becoming a millionaire,
preferably a mu lti-millionaire, is indeed
their ideology.
It has reached a point where almost
every other pursuit, almost every other
endeavour, is subordinated tojutawanism.
Individuals vie for a position in the
hierarchy of some Barisan party or other
with an eye upon the lucrative business
opportunities available through the acquisition of political power. It is quite well
known that people who had started off
with modest means have become incredibly wealthy through politics.
Even the professions have been transformed into businesses. There are lawyers,
doctors, architects and accountants,
among other professionals, who are as
zealous about maximising profits as
any shopkeeper. Likewise, civil servants
working as managers in State-run companies are hardly dist inguishable from
business executives in their attitudes to
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the enterprises under their charge. It is
partly because of all this that cooperatives which should have nothing to do
with deposits and profits have become
the 'milch-cow' for unscrupulous politicians and businessmen obsessed with
wealth and luxury.
When the accumulation of riches
becomes the central concern of the
elites, they would invariably be tempted
to adjust rules, set aside regulations,
manipulate procedures to enable them
to fulfil their passion. This is how commissions, it is alleged, have become an
accepted practice in the banking business.
Kickbacks are common place in transactions involving established companies·
in the private sector. In the public
services, exorbitant claims for travel'
and field trips have become legitimised
as a way of making money. Once irregular
modes of amassing wealth are institu·
tionalised, corruption and other mal·
practices would gradually acquire respect<lbility. Society should not be surprised if. as a resu It, financial scandals
become commonplace oa::urences.
Why is there this obsession with wealth
acquisition among the elites? Part of the
reason is an economic system which has
m::Jde available disproportionately vast
opportunities for those at the upper
echelons to accumulate wealth through
both legitimate and illegitimate ways.
Compared to many other Third World
countnes, Malaysia's rich is numerically
significant. This has given the impression
to aspirants to wealth that becoming
a millionaire is an attainable dream.
Besides, there is the New Economic
Policy (NEP) which, at the imple·
mentational level has as its agenda,
the rapid growth of a class of Malay
mii ltonai res.
To prevent the type of financial
scandals we have had in the last few
years, there is a need to check the dominance of power on the one hand, and
the obsession with weal:h on the other.
Aliran has often suggested how institutional restrainsts can be imposed upon
the concentration of power and the
accumulation of wealth. Both power
and wealth will have to be redistributed
in a more equitable manner consistent
with the goal of evolving a more just and
humane society. But such measures will
not suffice.
Values and attitudes especially within
the leadership stratum of society will
have to change. Leaders in the political
and economic spheres in particular,
must develop a detached attitude towards
both power and wealth. This calls for
a willingness to set aside self-interest,
a readiness to transcent one's ego. It
demands in short, a spiritual transformation which is the real solution to this
scandal-ridden situation.
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a setting, it would have been nothing
more than a lifeless litany of abstract
principles. It would have been detached
from reality, devoid of power, of emotion,
like some declaration on civil liberties.
In a nutshell then the universal truth
could become a living truth only because
it was embodied in the flesh and blood
of a living community. If it had not
touched the heart of that seventh century
community, the message could not have
reached the hearts of later generations.
But it would be the height of folly
for later generations to be perpetually
trapped in the rules and regulations,
the penalties and punishments of a
particular historical context. It would
amount to a betrayal of the real meaning
and purpose of the Quran, of the evolutionary, dynamic character of Islam.
Muslims have the outstanding example
of the second Caliph of Islam himself,
Saiyyidina Omar Ibn Khatab, to convince
them that they should not be fettered
by the past if it means sacrificing justice
in the present.
Omar had, on a number of occasions,
reinterpreted Ouranic legal prescriptions
in order to achieve their real purpose:
fairness and justice. He decreed that
those who had recently embraced Islam
should not receive assistance from the
zakat funds even though this is one of
the categories specified in the Ouran.
His argument was that in the Prophet's
time, the converts underwent a great
deal ,of persecution and were therefore
entitled to some help. But Islam was
now firmly established and had grown
into an Empire. If the converts continued
to be given assistance in the same way,
it would appear that Islam was buying
new adherents.
Similarly, he adopted a different
approach to the proprietary rights of
the inhabitants of new lands which
nad come under Islamic juris-diction,
from what the Ouran advocates in
Sura Antal: 41. Instead of setting aside
a portion of the spoils of war for the
conquerors, their relatives, orphans and
the needy, Omar allowed the original
inhabitants to retain their lands on
condition they paid certain taxes. Again,
the overwhelming consideration was
justice.
Among those who realised that if
this spirit of reform was lost, Islam
would ossify were the mystics and
philosophers. The greatest of them of
all, Jallaluddin Rumi, lamented the
obsession with forms and symbols, rules
and prescriptions conditioned by a
particular historical epoch. He stressed
the importance of the underlying spirit
of Islam which gave the religion its
universal, humanitarian character.
Ibn Taimmiyah was yet another
thinker who espoused the re-interpretation of some of the Ouranic laws which
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deal with societal relations, through
the practice of ijtihad. A more courageous and committed advocate of reform
was the 18th century theologian and
mystic, Shah Walliullah. He "realised
that a changing society could not forever
be bound to old rules and values." He
"preached that every age must seek its
own interpretation of the Ouran and the
traditions. Indeed, one of the major
causes of Muslim decay, he believed,
was rigid conformity to interpretation
made in other ages."
That rules including modes of punishment, will have to change and evolve
with the passage of time was also the
position of the famous reformer, Sayyid
Jamaluddin AI Afghani. His disciple
Muhammud Abduh, went even further
and suggested that specific practices
sanctioned by the Ouran like polygamy
should be subjected to fresh examination
in the light of contemporary consciousness. He was convinced that the spirit
of the Ouran was in harmony with
monogamy.
Like
his
famous
predecessors,
Muhammad Iqbal, the spiritual founder
of Pakistan, was also dedicated to the
progressive reinterpretation of Islam.
According to one writer, Iqbal held
"that the law revealed by a Prophet
takes special notice of the habits, ways
and peculiarities of the people to whom
he is specially sent. For building up a
universal Shariah, the Prophet accentuates
the principles underlying the social life
of all mankind and applies them to
concrete cases in the light of the specific
habit of the people immediately before
him. The Shariah values (ahkam} resulting
from this application (e.g. rules relating
to penalties for crimes) are in a sense
specific to that people and 'since their
observance is not an end in itself, they
cannot be enforced in the case of future
generations'."
Kalam Azad, one of the most distinguished Islamic scholars that this century
has known, made the same point
with greater intellectual clarity. He
differentiated the spirit of Islam from
its outward manifestations. The spirit is
of primary importance; the outward
manifestations of secondary significance.
Differing rules and regulations belong
to the latter categpry.
Applied to some of the legal prescriptions in the Ouran, this would mean that
while adultery or illicit sex would always
be wrong, the penalty of a 100 lashes
could be subjected to re-appraisal since it
is a mere mode of punishment. Likewise,
theft would always be wrong from an
Islamic point of view; the punishment for
it, however, the cutting of the thief's
hand, is that sort of rule which is clearly
conditioned by a specific socio-historical
situation.
Indeed, the Iranian intellectual, Ali
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Shariati regarded fundamental questions
of right and wrong whether in relation
to sex or alcohol, or theft or corruption
or exploitation or oppression as the
essence of God's laws. These - and not
mere modes of punishment - were the
eternal, unchanging laws of God, the
real, universal Syariah. That corruption
or greed or oppression when it becomes
w idespread, must lead eventually to the
destruction of society is, in the eyes
of Shariati and the other progressive
thinkers discussed in this article, a divine
law. Similarly, it is part of God's law
that environmental degradation over a
long period of time must generate adverse
consequences for the human family.
That promiscuity or alcoholism will, in
the end, erode the moral basis of the
social order would also rank among
God's laws.
Instead of seeing God's laws in terms
of such fundamentals, the ulama and a
segment of our Muslim you:hs have
reduced them to modes of punishment,
penalties and prohibitions. In a sense,
this is not surprising at all. Their attitude
is symptomatic of the current emphasis
upon rituals, symbols, forms and practices
in Islamic resurgence. Since penalties and
prohibitions tend to be particularistic
unlike values and principles which are
universal, this approach to the religion
helps to project an exclusive Muslim
identity, consonant with the overall
thrust of Islamic resurgence in many
parts of the world.
It is because of their narrow, superficial view of Islam that these ulama and
youths diplay so much fury when a
certain mode of punishment is criticised
but hardly react when a basic freedom is
curbed. This is what happened in the
recent amendments to the Official Secrets
Act. The ulama in particular were deafeningly silent. Neither have the ulama
- through their association - shown any
concern for financial scandals like BMF
or the Cooperatives or EPF-Makuwasa.
The ulama as a group have not spoken
up on the behalf of the poor either. The
pain of poverty does not move them as
easily as the sin of khalwat. Even the
moral decadence that they often arraign
against has not engaged their intellectual
energies for they have yet to produce a
serious analysis of the problem.
If the ulama, and what is more
worrying, a segment of the Muslim
youth population which shares their
world-view, continue in this manner,
there is no hope of Islam emerging as a
dynamic, creative force for the wellbeing of our multi-religious nation as
a whole. For the fossilised dogmatism
that they represent will only foster a
static, stultifying atmosphere which wil l
kill every new blossom of thought.
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Letters

We welcome letters from readers. leners can be either in English or Bahasa Malaysia.
These letters may be edited for purposes of space and clarity. The views expressed may
not be those of the Ali ran Monthly. Pseudonyms are accepted but all letters should
include the writer's name and address. Letters should preferably be typewritten with
double-spacing; if hand-written, they should be legible.
Letters should be addressed to the Editor, Aliran Monthly, P.O. Box 1049, Penang,
Malaysia.

DISTRACTIONS

T

he headlines in Utusan Konrumer
(12/86) seam quite alarming: "Economy
in Crisis: Average income falls 20%..•..
Will you have a job?" Economic troubles often
coincide with public demonstrations, as
threatened people try to hold on to what they
have. And indeed we see demonstrators.
But are they demonstrating about the eco·
nomy? No, their protests concern some country
which is many thousands of miles away. An
economically irrelevant country which has
no oil to sell Malaysia, and has no oil-wealth
with which to buy Malaysian goods and
services. If that far-away land were to sink into
the Mediterranean Sea, the practical effect on
Malaysia would be almost zero.
When people have real problems of their
own, perhaps it is pleasant to forget? And
instead to have their attention distracted by
distant irrelevancies?
Unfortunately, the present distraction
carries two price-tags: First, it delays any
efforts at constructive self-help. Second, it
weakens relations between Malaysia and
Si11911pore, whose economic:/ecologicel inter·
dependence is vital to both.

Such provisions include land reserved for
their use, suitable positions in the public service
and educational privileges. The Senate rules
also include a provision for appointments to
safeguard the interests of the Aboriginal people.
To what extent has the spirit of the above
provisions been met after 29 years of independence? Th8$11 peuplt: may not be able to stake
any claim to political dominance in this
country but it is patently unfair for any Malay·
sian to deny them their moral right.
It was shocking to read that even amongst
those whom Malaysians respect greatly the
belief is that the Aboriginal people are a people
who have no direction and civilisation and live
like primitives. On the contrary there has been
enough study done to mdicate that the Abori·
ginal people of this country have a highly civilised culture. The trouble is that nobody is
bothered to educate the general public about
this.
If civilisation is to be understood purely in

terms of material culture then perhaps the
Aboriginal culture can be considered to be
lacking. By such definition it must also be
accepted that the United States represents one
of the world's greatest civilisations. I for one
am not ready to accept such a definition.
But if civilisation is defined in non-material
terms then our Aborigines will put us to shame.
Did you know for instance that amongst the
Senoi they have perfected a method of social
inter-action that has ev.olved a stable society?
There is no rape, no drug addiction, no theft
and no war. Their method of fulfilling their
economic needs does not destroy the envi·
ronment.
Central to this way of life is their mastery of
Oneirlcs (that's right, !P'llb your ,_rest
dictionary). a field in which they are rated as
being one of the best in the world. The
practical application of this as a conflict
resolving social skill is highly developed. These
ancient people can teach us numerous things
about how to live our lives with the rig1\t
values.
What is actually uncivilised is to live beyond
one's means. I think we are one of the most
uncivilised peoples in the world in this respect.
There is nothing more barbaric than prestigious
urban projects in a hinterland of rural poverty.
How can we, who live in a culture of scandals,
evan for one moment consider Aboriginal
culture uncivili5ad7 Maybe these Forgotten
People should remam forgotten so that we, in
our ill-informed righteousness, do not taint
them with our disease of materialism.
K Gurunathan
Penang

Puzzled
Pulau Pinang

•••
WOLVES & FORKED TONGUES

0

ur PM remarked that aitics of the
Administration as the 'crying wolf'.
Ahmad Noordin had responed beauti·
fully, "We are crying because some wolves are
squandering public money."
Our Education Minister interpreted "mother
tongue" as 'language of the land'. From my
understanding of the English language,
"mother tongue" is the language or tongue
learnt by a child from his mother. Unless the
'learned' Minister had 'motherland' in mind
when he made his own interpretation.
Observant Malaysian
lpoh

•••
WHO IS CIVI USED?
nder the Malaysian Constitution there
is provision for the protection of the
interests of the Aboriginal people of
peninsular Malaysia. Th- provisions are meent
to ensure that the indigenous rights of thpeople are not trampled upon or ignored.

U
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ROTHMANS HAS SOUTH
AFRICAN LINKS

T

he reply given by the Deputy Minister
for Trade and Industries in Parliament
that there are no South African shar•
holders in Rottunans Industries is not correct.
According to the 1986 Annual Report of
Roth mans International, 26.1% of its shares
are owned by Rothmans Tobacco Holdings
Ltd which is under "effective control of Rupert
Foundation" which itself is owned by the
Rembrandt group of South Africa.
The exact number of shares of Rothmans
International owned by Rupert Foundation
through Rothmans Tobacco Holdings Ltd
are 18,250,206 ordinary shares and 64,368,585
B ordinary shares, which are 99.9% a nd 26.1%
respectively of the issued ordinary and B
ordinary shares.
Rothmans International in fact was part
of the tobacco empire created by Anton
Rupert, a South African millionaire.
Thus a substantial portion of earnings
from Malaysian smokers will be sent indirectly
to South Africa.
DrS K Teoh
Chairman
ASH Committee
Malaysian Medical Association

ment, intimidation and victimization against
the conscientious intellectuals of our society.
After all, if the Spacial Branch really needs
to know about the Forum, they can contact
the organizers directly as the forum was
officially recognised by virtue of the event
baing wall advertised and no ban imposed.
It was also recorded on tape and I am sure
that the Special Branch is welcome to have
a copy.
This intimidation is a blatant violation
of basic human rights, an attempt to force
members of the legal profession to cower
under an authoritarian rule and -to prevent
the intellectuals from discussing any unjust
laws that concern them. This is a sami·final
step to an Orwellian Dictatorship, where
those in power would even want to control
the thinking and the brains of every individual.
I call on the young lawyer and the Joint
Action Committee to take legal action on
those concerned. Otherwise, silence will spoil
all power abusers into thinking that it is their
right to harass people and do whatever they
like.
This incident has also put the status of
democracy and human rights in this country
into a doubtful position. How long and up to
what point must we accept and endure fear?
Or do we readily submit to injustice?
A.N.D.
Penampang

•••

• ••

THE SOUTH COMMISSION

LETTER OF
CONGRATULATIONS

I

read your salutation for Dr. Mahathir
Mohamed when he initiated the establish·
ment of an independent Commission of
the South on Development Issues and his
choice of the Chairman - Julius Nyerere.
(Aiiran Monthly OCT/NOV 1986).
In your glorification of our honourable
Prime Minister, you failed to pet'ceive what he
stands for. I raise no objections for giving
due recognition where and when necessary
but what I don't understand is how you, Dr.
Chandra Muzaffar, who stands against ethnic
discrimination can give your moral support to
Dr. Mahathir on his stand on apartheid in
Africa when you know too well that he
practises double standards?

any, rTeny thanks from S8rawak for
the Herculean endeavours of the past
year. The persistence of the attacks
on you, testifios to the outstanding value of
your work. Please accept my warmest congra·
tulations for Xmas and the New Veer.
Carry on your good work end don't let
your guard down! Alhamdulillah.

M

Haji Abdul Karim Abdullah
Sarawak

•••
SUSAH AFTER OSA FORUM

0

n saturday 22nd November 1986,
an OSA Forum was organized by
the Joint Action Committee at the
S8mbulan CDC. I am reliably informed that
a young lawyer, who spoke from the floor,
critisizingtheamendments of the Official Secrets
Act. was stopped and interrogated by the
Special Branch Officers after the Forum
concluded.
The kind of questions asked ware: What
w.s the Forum about? What w.s said? Who
were there? Who ware speaking? What did
you speak about in that forum? ate., etc.
1 would like to protest at such intimidation.
It is obvious that this is an example of harass·
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Rasahugan
lpoh

•••

Karlister
Kuala Lumpur

{Dr. Chandra's reply appears at tlze end of
this section - Editor.)

There are a lot of people who would advise
us to be "more practical". "More practical"
in what? It simply means "Don't be so concerned about moral values and virtues. Relax.
Take things easy and learn to live with the
world". We live in the 20th century they say
and as such we should not be overly concerned
about virtue and integrity.
Materialism has impaired our judgement.
We are devoured by our greed and passions.
We pamper our superficial wants and ignore
our deeper needs.
Moral discipline and virtue are infectious.
We cannot teach much morals within the four
walls of a classroom or through some empty
drills in some youth camps. We adults should
lead by example. If we do not, we adults can
ba likened to the proverbial crab:
"Seperti Katam Menyuruh Anaknya
Barjalan Betul".
Mahatma Gandhi became a symbol of
moral and spiritual integrity in his fight against
British colonialism. He was a source of constanJ •
inspiration to the people of India. He imbibed
and inculcated much through example and
deed. We may not have Mahatmas but at least
our politicians can try and be more honest.
sincere and compassionate in their role as
leaders of this nation.
Our political leaders, who appear so frequently in our limelight play petty politics,
resort to empty rhetoric and gimmicks, stir
up subtle racial sentiments and unscrupulously
amass wealth. How than can we expect the
common man to respect our leaders. The
layman has lost confidence in our leaders and
has become cynical of the words and deeds
of our leaders. Indeed it would appear that
the led are displaying more qualities of honesty
than the leaders. Many have acquired very
narrow views of religion because of compart·
mentalised religious beliefs. If the study of
comparative religion is encouraged we would
learn to be mora liberal and accommodating.
We should open up our heads and hearts
instead of battling each other to prove our
respective superiority. Let us learn to be mora
accommodating. sincere and honest. All else
would follow. We cannot achieve everything
with our intellect alone. We can achieve a lot
more with our hearts and minds.

•••

VALUES & MORALS

T

he unabated growth of rTeterialism has
shaken our moral and cultural values.
Suddenly more and more people have
become conscious of their physical acquisi·
tions, status and academic distinctions .
Moral values and virtues are considered
repugnant if they stand in our way to worldly
success and fame. What was once considered
to be a part of human culture is slowly
becoming velues of only the devout and the
faithful.
The government's intention to instil moral
values in our nation's youth is unlikely to bear
much fruit if we adults do not practise what
we preach.
If there is a disparity between word and
deed and if there is no appropriate symbol
of integrity and virtue no amount of rhetoric
would convince anyone of the virtue of up·
holding moral values.
Already in many quarters moral values and
virtue are considered suitable in a fool's para·
dise. Many people appear convinced that
upholding a life of moral integrity and virtue
would be detrimental to their worldly success.

8

POLITICAL DOUBLE
STANDARDS
am concerned as a Malaysian over the
recant issue between MCA and UMNO
on a simple word - indigenous.
Malaysia as a multi·racial and religious
country cannot efford to allow such issues
to prolong or go out of hand. I am not a
politician or a member of any pressure group
but a concerned citizen who would like to
voice his opinion.
When Dr. Mahathir announced that Malay·
sian society is not ready to view any parliamentary session live on television, it confirmed
my suspicion that Members of Parliament
are still making sensitive statements which
have racial overtones.
Not many days after, Oatuk Lee Kim Sai
was pressured to apologise and even threatened
to have his datukship revoked for saying what
he knows is true over the "indigenous" issue.
What prompted Datuk Lee Kim Sai to
make such a stateme nt? In my opinion it was
the frequently used word "immigrant" on

I

non-Bumiputras in Parliament itself. Who was
supposed to stop this then? I guess no one.
Datuk Samy Vellu is right in saying that
our fore-fathers were immigrants, but not
all of us became citizens after 1957.
It is interesting to read that the nonBumiputras were told not to play with fire
and I wonder who started it?
Polarisation did not start from schools,
but it goes right up to the top, yet the racial
extremist culprits are Jet off the hook.
If Datuk Abdullah Ahmad's speech made
outside Parliament and the country is acceptable
by UMNO why can't Datuk lee Kim Sai's
speech made outside the Parliament be
acceptable too? Isn't this a clear cut double
standard allowed in Dr. Mahathir's organization?
UMNO claims to be patient but all political
parties are patient too unless provoked. Who
are the people who started this provocative
issue? It is a power crazy MP who wants
publicity and support for his self-interest and
gain.
Members of Parliament like Mr. lim Kit
Siang, Mr. Karpel Singh, Mr. Lee lam Thye
and Datuk Lee Kim Sai, have done a good job
like any MP should. They are not alone. There
are uncountable number of readers and
supporters behind all of them
The Aliran Monthly is informative. Dr.
Chandra Muzaffar's articles have opened the
eyes of many. I am glad to say I am one of
them.
Thank you for a job well done.
Sunny Lim
Penang

•••
DEMOCRACYTERMINALLY I l l

I

t is very sad that after 29 years of independence from the colonial masters, Parliamentary Democracy in Malaysia is not
being strengthened. Worse, it is suppressed
_ and eroded with the possibility of being
replaced by a new Democracy - the "Mahathir
Democracy''.
Datuk Seri Dr. Mahathir has won renown
both locally and internationally (beec~use he
has the privilege to visit almost every country
in the world within his 6 years as PM despite
the economic difficulties Malaysia is facing)
for his hard-hitting "right to the point"
speeches. This attitude is good of an Executive
whose government is truly clean, efficient,
trustworthy and accountable and one which
practises true democracy. However, its handling
of the numerous scandals like the BMF scandal,
UMBC scandal, EPF scandal, PAN-EL scandal,
OBA losses, the Sabah submarine project etc.,
can hardly inspire trust. For a government that
claims total aversion to money politics, it was
encouraging and even assisting in the buying
and selling of Assemblymen in Sabah. For a
government that advocates the supremacy of
the rule of law, it was prepared to allow USNO
and BERJAYA leaders to organise bombings
and treasonable acts to wreck the legitimately
elected PBS government. For a government
that claims to be the Model Democracy among
developing nations, it is forcing a Bill to pass
through Parliament with its ruthless majority
in order to perpetuate a cult of secrecy, unparallelled in our history, for the security and
protection of the Executive.
It is undeniable that Malaysia had experienced a certain degree of "limited Demo·
cracy" under the premiership of our former
PMs like Tunku Abdul Rahman, Tun Razak

and Tun Hussein. The seed of Democracy
had been sown in the very early years of
independence and unfortunately it was not
nurtured for growth.
However, what is of grave concern now
is that this seed of Democracy is constantly
facing erosion. If this erosion were to continue,
it is more likely than not that our Parliamentary Democracy will be replaced with a
"Mahathir Democracy".
What is this Mahathir Democracy? Under
this new brand of Democracy, matters pertaining to the operation and function of the
Government, the decisions and deliberations
of the state, the national e..-onomy and even
tenders for supplies, services and projects
can be classified as "Official Secrets" by any
member of the administration or public officer.
The Courts cannot question 'on any ground
whatsoever' the classification of any document,
information or material as an official secret.
The Courts also have no choice but to
impose upon offenders, a mandatory minimum
jail term of one year up to a maximum of
5, 7 or 14 years as the case may be.
Under this system, the general public will
not be able and will not be allowed and indeed
must not know of the hanky-pankies like
corruption, scandals, malpractices, etc. that
occur in the administration! Otherwise, it is
claimed that the government will not be
'stable'!
Parliament will become a meaningless
symbol where Bills and motions will just be
passed without meaningful debate. The people
will not know how their money is being spent
and where it is being used. Once Bills become
law, the people will forfeit their fundamental
right to know whether or not policies and
programmes being planned by politicians are
in their interests.
There will be no communication between
people and government. A good democracy
depends to a great extent on the flow of
information from the leaders to the Jed and
from the Jed to the leaders. There must be
consultation, referendums or even opinion
polls before passing a Bill.
Under the Mahathir Democracy, the independence of the Judiciary will also be at
stake. People should not criticise and speak
out even when they disagree with certain
things. Any criticism will be unacceptable
and unwanted by the government. And critics
will be branded as people who do not reod or
understand government purpose or motive.
Or they may be accussed as foreign-supported
evil elements out to create chaos and dis·
harmony in the country. Such accusations
had been made very widely these days though
no specific individuals or organizations or
bodies had been mentioned or proof provided.
Choong Ah Keoh
Sungei Siput (U)

•••
STAND UP FOR FREEDOM
f there is anything in the world a person
should fight for, it is freedom to pursue
his ideal, because that provides him his
greatest opportunity for self-expression.
Hereby I would like to commend and thank
Aliran President Dr. Chandra Muzaffar for
collaborating with the Bar Council, the National
Union of Journalists, the Selangor Graduates
Society, the Association of Women Lawyers
etc to vociferously protest 11f18inst the Official
Secrets (Amendment) Bill. I need not elaborate
what OSA is about, becalMS much has been

I
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said and written about it.
Being a concerned citizen who loves this
country, Malaysia Tanah Air Ku, I pray and
hope that many people would exercise their
basic fundamental rights. Remember this,
fellow Malaysians, it is the duty of every
citizen to see that he/she protects and defends
our independence and freedom from threats
from any quarter.
It is morally wrong of us to remain ignorant
or adopt a "tidak apa" attitude by letting the
public interest groups fight and struggle all
alone. Come on, let us (the silent majority)
all join hands and voice our support for the
sacred cause, because nobody wants their
freedom to be curbed. Nor do we want our
democratic state to become a totalitarian
State.
Hats off to Aliran and other who are against
the OSA. Keep up the good work!
Thank you.
Sundralingam
Bruas

•••
AN OPEN LETTER TO
TAN KOON SWAN

A

pologies for not addressing you as
a VB as you do not deserve it.
By still clinging to your Parliamentary
seat of Gopeng, after having been convicted
for fraud and sentenced to two years jail by
the Singapore Court, you have brought shame
to the Malaysian Parliament and the Malaysian
people.
Your continued refusal to resign reflects
the sheer Jack of moral principles in you.
In other countries practising Parliamentary
Democracy, a person in your position now,
would have resigned a long time ago.
By your actions, Malaysia has become a
laughing stock - a convicted criminal is still
a member of the Malaysian Parliament.
Save us Malaysians the anguish, Mr. Tan,
and plaase resign your seat immediately.
After all, you can recontest the seat in
the next General Election and let the people
decide whether to send a convict to Parliament.
Hidup Malay5ia.
Thavanesan, M.
Kuala Lumpur

•••
AN OPEN LETTER TO THE
ATTORNEY -GENERAL

A

s was reported in all the Malaysian
mass media, the present president of
USNO has openly 'confessed' that he
made 'a mistake' in the infamous power grab
in Sabah on the advice of two Berjaya legal
advisers. He also admitted that he knew that
for him to be the Chief Minister through
that power grab would be very undemocratic.
However, he did not elaborate that because
of his thirst for power, he had caused the
illegal demonstrations that killed more than
five people and damaged property worth
millions, thus adversely affecting the State
economy and foreign inverstment.
Now, as I always respected you as the
Attorney-General of Malaysia, and your frequent voice claiming to uphold justice in eur
always most democratic nation (as always
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declared by our national leaders), I would like
to ask you how you would deal with the
undemocratic barbaric, illegal and treacherous
act of Tun Mustapha? I think if an ordinary
man had done that act, you would have straight
away executed him. You ALWAYS say that
under the Mal3ysian law, every one is equal and
the law will also apply equally to every one for
his wrongdoings no matter who he is. However,
you will be seen as a puppet on this matter,
by all the people of Malaysia. Most people
will say that you will not say or do anything
to charge Tun Mustapha in court and even
if you do, he may be fined just $150.00 - as
was the case of other culprits in the March
1986 demonstrations.
Well, if Tun Mustapha is left untouched
for his infamous power grab, I think I should
ask you to resign immediately, in order not to
disgrace our so-called DEMOCRATIC nation
which will become a laughinQ-5tock of the
whole world.
It is also surprising to note that last week
you stood up to assure the people that OSA as
amended will not be abused. I think if you have
let Tun Mustapha go untouched, how can you
say that to us? Will you then say that "I have
not received any report yet" or "I was not
aware or I was not told about it" as is always
said by our Prime Minister, Dr. Mahathir?
You might as well say "You do not know that
there is such a Malaysian law for you to take
action on Tun Mustapha".

there?
But it is through the Corporate - Multi·
national - Political nexus that the greatest
danger is posed. As harbingers of cash andjobs
MNCs (Multi·National Corporations) are a God·
send to nations facing an economic crisis. It
is for this reason that they are most effective
and penetrative. Their ability to offer cash and
a high consumption life - style to our Ministers
a'la Siddique Ghouse hes helped to chip away
at our nation's integrity.
Already the Zionists have scored a coup via
this approach by sabotaging the Malaysian
Government's attempt to stabilise the tin price
at the london Metal Exchange and protect
the tin miners' livelihood via Maminco. Without
investigating, the Malaysian government reposed
its trust in the hands of Zionist Jews, David
Zaidner and Marc Rich.
Our government must therefore vet all
investments and companies carefully and turn
down those that are questionable, painful as
it may be, instead of travelling to all parts of
the globe clamouring for investment and relax·
ing the Industrial Investment Act. For it is
true that none other than the Zionists are
aware that social organizations in Malaysia
are under close scrutiny of the Home Ministry,
Societies Act, Special Branch, and a host of
other security measures.
Pandalam Gundalam
Johor Bahru

Loyal Citizen of Malaysia
Kuala Lumpur

•••

•••
THE ZIONIST THREAT

T

he Government should be commended
for its watchfulness against the Zionist
threat.
The machinations of the Zionists are not to
be taken lightly as they have previously resulted
in the invasion of sovereign Egypt and the
bombing Qf Iraq's research reactor among
other such acts.
Nor should Malaysia's distance from the
Middle East lull us, as there are certain reasons
why Malaysia has been singled out by the
Zionists. Ever since Merdeka, and before the
oil crisis (a test case for consistency and sin·
cerity of action), Malaysia has fostered Islamic
solidarity, given succour and sympathy to the
Palestinian cause, and adopted a strong anti·
Zionist stand. The international Ouran reading
competition, formation of O.I.C., IDB, l.I.U.,
support for Arabs in Arab-Israel conflicts,
intense lobbying at U.N. and N.A.M., provision
of P.l.O. Office, publicity for Shabra and
Shatila, invitations to Vasser Arafat being
outcomes of such policy. Importantly Malaysia
has helped internationalise the Arab cause.
Bombings rarely occur in Asean as the suppressed Arabs know that their cause has been
well presented.
Such actions have made Malaysia a 'nuisance'
nation which should be 'neutralised' through
espionage and subterfuge. Sadly, Malaysia is
vulnerable.
There is in Asean, a state near Malaysia
which is sometimes seen as the 'Israel of Asia'
The emotional sentiment is not confined to
rhetoric, extensive trade and military contacts
continue and tourism is being encouraged.
As various Malaysian personnel including
intelligence officers work closely with their
Singapore counterparts, is it difficult for double
agents to ferret out confidential information
as it an open secret that Mossad operates from
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UMNO'S LAST CHANCE

T

he opposition failed to deny the govern·
ment the two-thirds majority because
they had failed to inform the majority
of Malaysians about the BMF scandal.
I hope UMNO ll)8mbers pluck up the
necessary courage to remove and punish all
those in UMNO who were involved in or who
have failed to take the necessary steps against
those who were involved in the BMF scandal.
If UMNO members still fail to do this then
Malaysians will one day retrench the Barisan
Nasional. If you are too late UMNO, then we
will deem you as unfit to represent the Malays
but also a disgrace to Islam. For greed and
lies are against Islam.
These are bitter words. But Islam tells
you to speak the truth even if it is bitter.
Islam extols the 'plain living and high thinking'
way of life. But what we observe is that many
top Barisan leaders are leading the 'fantastically
luxurious living and dirty thinking' type of life.
Sarong Pimpernel
Kuala Lumpur

•••
ALLEGATIONS OF POLICE
BRUTALITY
e are making this press statemen~ to
express our anger and protest agamst
some members of the police force
who tortured and punished us after we had
acted in self-defence to J)I'Otect our homes
and property from attack by outsiders. Instead
of arresting the attackers the police arrested
and tortured us. It is only after weeks of
detention and bullying that we were released
and only now are we able to make this com·
plaint.

W
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On 19th August 1986, 4 Indonesian-speaking
persons attacked and burned one of the two
remaining squatter houses standing on the land
of the Bander Baru Project being developed by
Emkay Developers.
This happened at 12A5pm when no one was
in the house. About $5,000 worth of household
goods and property like a TV, a video-set were
lost. The incident was witnessed by a Malay
neighbour. On the same day, about 2.30pm
a report was made to the Sg. Buloh police
station. The police came to the scene of the
burned house at 3.00pm but said that it was a
civil matter and therefore the police could not
take any action.
All these happened while the owners of the
two remaining houses were negotiating with
Emkay Developers for compensation to vacate
the area.
The next day, 20th August, at 10.30pm
about 5 Indonesians came around and noted
the place and went away. They were identifi.!<l
by their speech. That evening at 8.30pm 4
Indonesian-speaking persons were seen carrying
1 gallon Caltex tin each and were approaching
the house. Two members of the house shouted
warnings and they ran away. After that the 5
members of the house were on guard the whole
night. At about 11.00pm they heard people
breaking the plank-walls of the house. They
heard and saw 3 Indonesians. Shanmugam, one
of the sons of the owner of the house, jumped
at one of the Indonesians and the 3 of them ran
away. He chased them and 2 of them fell into
a drain.
As the family was planning to make a police
report of the incident, about 30 Indonesians of
the Emkay Project living in the kongsi sur·
rounded the house. They shouted and threa·
tened the members of the house that if they
did not vacate the area their house would be
burned and they will be killed. At 12.30am
the police arrived and the family were happy
that they would get some protection, but
instead the police came into the house and
arrested 4 members of the family. Their names
are Gunasegaran, Shanmugam, Ganesan and
Viswanathan.
The next day, 21st August, 14 of us alto·
gether were picked up from our homes - 5
from the Bander Baru area and 9 from Kg.
Jaya, Sg. Buloh and taken to the Sg. Buloh
police station.

We were brutally assaulted and tortured.
We were beate11 with batons, hose pipe, ltel·
mets, kicked, hit with chairs, thrown on the
floor and stepped on with boots, hit with
rifle butts and Krishnan, one of those detained
was made to kneel down and water was forced
down his throat from a hose·pipe. Two of us
were beaten with rattan and we still retain
marks on our backs. Ganesan, another victim,
was punched and kicked in his chest until he
vomitted blood and was hospitalised in the
Sg. Buloh hospital for 4 days after he was
released on bail. We were verbally abused with
words like 'pariah', 'keling', 'awak ingat ini
awak punya negerikah '? While we were in the
lock-up we were fed with meals that had
been eaten by cats.
Later that same day at 3.00pm we were
brought to the Petaling Jaya Court and re·
manded for 1 week. Later it wes extended to
· another week. On 3rd September at 1 0.30am
we were again brought to the Court and
charged with illegal assembly and possessing 8
knives and an axe, under Section 148. We
denied this allegations and were released on
$1000 bail each. Arumugam is still in jail as his
guardian is unable to bail him out.
The police are supposed to protect people
and not to force their way into our homes in
the middle of the night and arrest innocent
people. As a result of our arrest, though we
have not done anything wrong, we had to
borrow money for our bails. Many of us lost

our jobs.
"1, Rajagopal, lost my job. I have a wife and
child to feed. My family is suffering now as
people are afraid to give me a job."
Shanmugam: "I was a mandore before my
arrest. I have lost my job."
Santron: " I'm 17 years old. I was so brutal·
ly beaten up that I feared for my life. This
arrest will be a black mark on my life, and I
have not dona any wrong."
Muniandy: "I lost my job as a lorry·
attendant. My wife and 5 children are suf·
faring. I had to pawn my wife's 'tali' and resort
to borrowing to survive."

12 Malaysians
Sungei Buloh

(The above letter carried 12 signatures. It
was accompanied by a photocopy of a police
report made on the buming of one of the
two squatter houses, separate statements by
the 12 individuals involved on what the Police
did t() them and a newspaper cutting on the
Bondar Ban~ housing project - editor)

•••
REFLECTIONS ON THE 1987
BUDGET

W

ith regard to the 1987 Budget,
I wish to comment on 2 aspects:
1. WITHDRAWAL OF PENSION
Pension and gratuity for civil servants has a
history and tradition. It can only be recognised
by people who have an inkling of the function
and contribution of the public sector. People
who rose to the position of multi-millionaires
through the "freak chances" of free enterprise
can never understand it. They have a blurred
vision when it comes to the way of life of civil
servants.
Comparatively, wages and perks are by and
large better in the private sector. Vet civil
servants stick to their job because of security
of tenure and the pension factor. They render
goods and services to the society at large and
they are the pioneers in the growth and deve·
lopment of the nation. In the process. they
are subjected to the wrath and criticism of the
public without being able to rebut. Civil service carried with it a kind of prestige and
civil servants are proud of their job. There is
hardly any opportunity for them to become
millionaires.
Pension is a reward for a life-time of public
service. It is in fact deferred pay for loyal,
dedicated and continued service. Once a public
employee resigns or is dismissed he forfeits
his pension.
Payment of pension to civil servants is not a
phenomenon peculiar to Malaysia. It has been
practised all over the world from time imme·
morial. The recession is world-wide, but no
other country has unilaterally withdrawn the
pension rights of public servants. To withdraw
the eligibility to pension is the unkindest cut
to civil servants and will lead to serious adverse
repercussions. Job hopping will become a
frequent feature of the administration. Pro·
fessionals, specialists and others with ability
and initiative will look for greener pastures
elsewhere causing serious disruption to the
machinery of administration.
Encik Daim Zainuddin will go down in the
history as the Finance Minister who has sown
the seeds of chaos and hatred in the civil ser·
vice. He should have at least listened to the

Harun Commission. which had gathered evi·
dence to the effect that EPF was not a
satisfactory formula for retired workers and
consequently recommended that employees in
the Statutory Bodies and Local Authorities
should also be given pension.
2. PRIVATISATION OF KTM
The Finance Minister has offered to priva·
tise the Malayan Railway (Keratapi Tanah
Melayu) by leasing it for $1 just becausa it has
thus far suffered a loss of $500 million. Pro·
vision of public transport at subsidised rates
to the people at large is a common public
service undertaken by most countries - both
developed and developmg. A survey made
some years ago disclosed that except for
Japan and India all other railway services have
been running at a loss.
In countries like Malaysia where the econo·
mic imbalance is so manifest, it is the respon ·
sibility of the Government to provida subsidised services such as transport, medical
services, education etc. to the people.
It is pertinent to ask the Finance Minister:
Does he really believe that privatising Malayan
Railway will work wonders? Are privata enter·
prises so efficient and well·manayed7 If so, how
shall we account for the collapse of Promet,
Pan-Electric, BMF and numerous other consor·
tiums7 It is a well-known fact that hundreds of
off-budget agencies have suffered groat losses.
Has Encik Daim forgotten what has happened
to the privatisation of Lady Templer Hospital,
the car parks in Malacca and Petaling Jaya7
If Malayan Railway is privatised, the takers
will resort to cutting corners. retrenching
workers and increasing fares. The Government
will face problems in enforcing the conditions
of the privatisation.
K George
Klang

putras) play an active part in politics. They are
in the legislature, the executive and the admi·
nistration. Given the capitalist structure of our
society, individuals and groups within the
non-Bumiputra community also exert a lot of
informal influence upon political decision·
making. Perhaps one should also point out
that non-Bumiputras are not prohibited from
living or working in certain areas, going to
certain hotels, restaurants, cinemas or recr81·
tion parks, or travelling to other places. Neither
do they carry pass-books! Karlister may also
like to note that what makes the Black situa·
tion so different from ours is that the Blacks
are the indigenous people of South Africa and
constitute the overwhelming majority of the
population.
Lest some Malay chauvinist now turns
around and starts drawing parallels between
his community's plight and the sufferings of
the Blacks. let us state categorically that there
is no basis for any such comparision. There ar;,
a whole lot of reasons - not the least of which' •
is the political factor - that make the two
situations so different.
What this shows is that one should be care·
ful about making compans1ons without
knowing the real situation. To exaggerate and
distort ethnic realities would only serve to
aggravate ethnic relations.

EDITOR'S NOTE
Co"upondents to the letters column are
kindly r~qu~rted to keep their /ettel'f brief
and to the poblt. We "K-'OUld like to include
letlC"'J representing a wide spectrum oj views
on a~ many notional issues as p~ible. Space
is a serere con."traillt and it would be a pit)'
If '''e had to exclude letters for lack of
brevity - as we had sometimes been compelled
to do ill the past.

•••
A REPLY TO KARLISTER

I

t is obvious that Karlister thinks that there
are similarities in the South African and
Malaysian ethnic situations. This is simply
absurd to say the least. While there is admitted·
ly a degree of ethnic discrimination in Malaysia,
it is very different in character and content
from the barbaric racial oppression that prevails
in South Africa.
The vast majority of South African Blacks
are terribly poor largely because of this racial
oppression perpetuated through that most
inhuman system that man has known, namely ,
apartheid. The majority of non-Bumiputras,
on the other hand, are well above the poverty·
line. In fact, the bulk of the poor are the
Bumiputras. Most of the Blacks have been
denied access to basic amenities. Even when
they attend schools or can obtain medical
treatment it is often of a very low quality. This
is certainly not true of a huge segm11nt of the
non-Bumiputra community. Again, it is a sizeable portion of the Bumiputra community that
has limited access to basic facilities. At the
middle and upper levels of commerce, industry
and the professions in the Union of South
Africa, Black participation is negligible. We
know how different the non·Bumiputra situa·
tion is in our country. Indeed non-Bumiputras
dominate the middle and upper classes. In
politics, the Blacks are, to all intents and
purposes, excluded from the executive and
legislative process. They have no role at all in
shaping the political destiny of their own native
land. In Malaysia, though there is Malay politi·
cal pre~minence, non-Malays (and non-Bumi·
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THINKING ALLOWED

from drinking, and this beats the purpose
of punishment.
A thousand years ago men and women
were forbidden to mix. They led separate
lives. Women stayed at home and were
not allowed to be seen unless completely
covered from head to foot. Therefore
if a man and a woman, not husband
and wife or related, were seen together
at any time or place, this alone would
provide a sufficient evidence for khalwat
or illicit love. But today men and women
intermingle rather freely (no need to
elaborate here). A highly suspicious mind
could interpret this as khalwat. In today's
environment to temptation or tendency
to commit sexual sins in constantly
there, and this can put a strain on the
will power to resist. We have to take into
consideration human frailties in relation
to human exposure to natural forces.
Therefore the only practical answer to
this problem is segregation of the sexes
like in the old days.
Let's go back to the ideal system of
prescribed living of a thousand years
ago.
Mohamed Abdul Kadir
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Students in an anti-government riot in
Seoul: they who bear the heaviest cross

ction on behalf of
justice and participation in the transformation of the world fully
appear to us as a
constitutive dimension of the preaching
of the Gospel, or in other words, of the
Church's mission for the redemption of
the human race and its liberation from
every oppressive situation." (JUSTICE
IN THE WORLD 6, Statement of the
Synod of Catholic Bishops, Nov. 20th
1971).
We see that this message has been
realised in the Philippine Church.
Filip1nos finally achieved democracy
by freeing themselves from restraints
imposed by the 20-year dictatorship of
Marcos. In the course of democratization,
bishops, priests, Sisters and Brothers
and laymen in the country showed their
commitment to the realization of the
Gospel message and their fervour for
their mission as Christians. We have
watched the development of events
with shame and envy. On this occasion
we express our heartful respect for their
gallant effort and congratulations on
their victory. We now would like to focus
on ourselves and on our society where
we, also, are faced with the mission of
democrat i zat ion.

' 'A

NEARLY 25 YEARS OF
PRESSION

R~

As proud as Filipinos are today, we
Koreans were proud when we showed
our great potential as a people by st~rtin{J
the April 19th Revolution in 1900 for
the democratisation of this country.
However, since the May 16th Milit~ry
Coup, Korea in terms of democracy h~s
continued to be repre!lled for nearly
25 years. During this time the country
has experienced a military dictatorship,
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the Yushin dictatorship and the current
system which is cons1dered an extension
of the Yushin system. The dictatorships
and the repression under them have
made this country uniquely antidemocratic among the countries in Asia.
Those of us living today must rectify
both the past and the present. We are
delivering this message of justice and
reconciliation to the world in order
that the abilities and wisdom of our
people and government can be truly
demonstrated.

REAPPRAISAL
FOR JUSTICE

AND

APPEAL

While we agree that things have improved for us in matters of religious
freedom, freedom of speech and freedom
to criticize the government, our present
situation bears a striking resemblance
to the recent Philippine situation. These
two cases are similar in such aspects as
nepotism, corruption, problems of the
distribution of wealth, the wide gap
between the poor and the rich, military
involvement in politics, chronic social
disturbance, violation of human rights
and the misuse of national elections to
continue in power. Currently however,
in the Philippines, initiatives toward
democratization are being made on the
basis of a national consensus with the
military also making a contribution
to the effort by being changed into
"fighters for freedom". Marcos was
the only loser while everyone else was
a winner. It is our fervent hope that
democratization in Korea developed harmoniously, w ill not 'exclude nor make
loiers of anyone. To this end, we believe
that the current government should play
an important p~rt.
It was proved in the February 12th
Netional Assembly elections that demo-

cratization by peacefu I means is o~r'
people's ardent desire. Putting aside
the question of whether or not the
current government is legitimate, the
fact is that people are looking forward
to democratization by which the current
undemocratic system and the legal
apparatus can be corrected. Furthermore,
it is hoped that the current government
will lead this movement toward democratization by repenting of its past errors
including the Kwangju incident which
occurred in the course of the establishment of the 5th Republic. We must
forgive what occurred during the
Kwangju incident, but we will never
forget it. Instead we must profit by past
mistakes.
The will of the people expressed in
the national elections has been ignored
by the government for one year. The
value of democratization is reducP.cl hy
the so-called "Big Politics Theory". If
the "Big Politics Theory" is used to
justify the denial of the doctrine that
sovereignty rests with the people, we
cannot help but deny the theory. 1n this
context, holding the 86 Asian Games
and the 88 Olympic Games are regarded
as instruments for the oppression of the
people.
At present, the number of political
prisoners is reaching approximately 1,000
which is higher than before. This number
ind icates the possibility that we can be
faced with a catastrophic situation when
the desire for democratization by peaceful means is absolutely denieQ-. We are
concerned about this possibility and we
would like to request both the ruling
party and the opposition camp to make
every possible cooperative effort to
prevent that by forming a national
consensus.
Citizens possess ultimate authority in
virtue of their right to leadership in this
country. The highest political expression
of this authority is a vote for establishment and revision of the constitution,
the loftiest criterion of the political
community. Recently Korean govern:

ment authorities have engaged in legal
and physical actions prohibiting the
signature campaign for constitutional
revision. This is anti-democratic violence
to purge the people of their democratic
freedom and leadership. We affirm the
fundamental right of all the people as
leaders with the political will to conduct
this signature campaign.
The request for the constitutional
revision is being made by the people
now. This is because the current government is considered an extension of the
dictorial Yushin system and because
the current constitution was enacted
in an undemocratic manner. We strongly
oppose the oppressive system not only
because it is a long-term dictatorship but
also because the current government
was not established by democratic means
based on the will of the people. Furthermore the system does not guarantee
peoples' freedom, basic human rights
for the majority in this country.
The current government recently
agreed with the need for constitutional
revision. Though it was late, we welcome
the agreement as it means an acknowledgement of the constitution's undemocratic nature and the method of its
enactment. However, we believe that the
1,000 people imprisoned in connection
with their demands for democracy should
have the restoration of their political
freedom, their personal rights, freedom
of speech and freedom of movement
if the government wants to make a
genuine move toward democratization.
At the same time freedom of the press
and peop les' right to live should be
guaranteed in this country. Moreover,
the government's decision that it wil l
revise the constitution in 1989 is not
reasonable and it seems a mere shift to
gain time. The revision of the current
constitution into a democratic one in
terms of both the enactment process
and its content is urgently needed now.
This is the only possible first step in
moving toward a true sense of democracy.
The real peaceful transit ion does not
mean one person's leaving office when
his tenure ends; it means a transition of
power in accordance with the w ill of the
people demonstrated in a free and competitive election. If the transition simply
means the change of the responsib le
person without free elections, it might
resu lt in the same autocracy no matter
how peaceful the process may be. Therefore, change into a system in which
democratic competition is guaranteed
should be a prerequisite to a peaceful
transition.
We reject any form of violence. We
must here point out that systematic
violence wh ich was devised to oppress
our people is causing serious pressure on
the people, from psychological pressure
to various pressures in their dai ly lives.

Recently in connection with the signaturecollecting campaign for the constitutional
revision, the authorities used the pol ice
force to surround private house, cut off
communication facilities and blockaded
political· party offices and social association offices. This is regarded as violence
committed by government power. The
following are also means of oppression
and violence: searching for and confiscation of papers related to certain
cultural activities; i~legal house arrest
and illegal detention as a means of
revenge; cancellation of business licences
of certain publications or journals;
prohibiting the sale of certain publications; check-ups on the street; excessive
use of guards; denouncing college students
as communist elements; restricting the
employment of labourers whose names
have been put on the blacklist; harsf)
treatment and even torture used against
prisoners at houses of detention; use of
false evidence by investigating agencies.
Meanwhile the government justifies its
use of violence and denounces the peaceful resistance by the students who are
questioning the current government's
legitimacy and are denouncing its errors.
We believe that violence and peaceful
resistence must be distinguished. We
cannot accept the strange logic that
resistance against injustice is violence
while real violence is protected in the
name of law and order. When the systematic violence and oppression disappear
in this society, resistance against injustice
will naturally disappear. Therefore we
urge the government to first abolish
forms of systematic violence in our
society.
Freedom of research as well as the
dign ity of the university should be preserved through the efforts of all. Neither
the dignity of the university nor freedom
of research can exist where students
and professors are not free to come and
go, where l ibrary use and research are
limited, and where abrupt search by the
police takes place at any time. Currently
the Court avoids embarrassment only
by police power which indicates the
actual breakdown of the power of the
judiciary. In addition to that , the office
of the ruling party is safe only with the
help of the police and the public broadcasting system as well as other media
facilities which are protected by armed
power. We believe that this is because all
sections of our society do not play their
proper and authentic roles. If it is true
that the mi Iitary gets its strength from
the strong support of the people, then
to regain the trust of the public the
military should recover its original role
and function so that it may regain a
trustworthy image among the public.
It is our firm belief that political
democratiLation is a real driving force
for the national economy as well as
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for balanced growth. The Korean
economy is now facing a variety of
difficulties which have been influenced
by the international economy. But the
current economic problems can be solved
only by achieving political democracy.
So far _the unbalanced growth policy
has destroyed rural communities where
one-fourth of our people live. This
policy has also forced the living conditions of ten million labourers and their
families into an extreme situation.
Farmers who gave up farming are arso
being forcibly moved in urban areas.
Those who are in despair are continuously posing the question of whether
or not this society can be a place where
people live together as equal hu~n
beings. These questions are expected
to grow louder and if disregarded and
dealt with only by means of punishment,
the despair and anger will cause more
serious problems.
Law should be obeyed not through
fear of punishment but voluntarily
because it is in accord with morality and
one's conscience. If law is contrary to
reason and justice, it becomes violence.
The common good comprises a total
living condition in which all can seek
and reach their self-realization in a more
perfect manner. As the reality in which
we live is so different from that, young
students are seriously raising such questions as: what are the obstacles to democratization in our society; how can we
achieve democracy; and how can we
accomplish re-unification without losing
our national dignity. But these discussions
are the objects of judicial punishment
since the students are considered communist elements. It is regretful that they
should suffer because of the distortion
by the authorities of their patriotic
fervour. We both ask the government to
refrain from applying the National
Security Law to the students and the
students to be more prudent.
Students, your impatience and patriotic
zeal spring from your frustrations with
the present. The responsibility for this
state of affairs lies solely with us, your
elders. If there is the slightest leftist
leaning among students, it is not your
responsibility, but ours. Denouncing the
students as leftists is shifting our own
responsibility to the students. So we
earnestly request both restraint in the
application of the National Security Law
and prudence on the part of the students
in their assertions and activities.
Today we offer heartfelt consolation
and encouragement to all who bear the
heaviest cross in the midst of this troubled
age; to all the poor and abandoned, to
all who are crying, to all who are being
persecuted for the sake of justice, to all
who are isolated from public concern and
to all who are suffering without bei!l9
noticed.
•
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ACCOUNTABILITY

FRAUDS
WHERE ARE
THE INTERNAL
AUDITORS?
Tan Sri Ahmad Noordin
owadays the people are being
encouraged, and even induced
by all manner of persuasion,
to save and invest their
savings in various kinds of
financial institutions, in saving schemes,
in cooperatives, in social security funds
and in the corporate equity markets.
It is a government policy to encourage
public participation in the ownership
of shares. particularly of newly restructured companies, and companies
formed to take over government owned
enterprises. This is in pursuit of the
policy to establish what is called "Equityowning Democracy". Wage earners are
of course required by law to save in the
Employees Provident Fund and other
social security funds. There are so many
ways of investing our savings, if only
we have anything left to save!
There are all kinds of laws in the
statute book to regulate the different
institutions and companies licensed to
manage such savings and investments.
These laws are intended to safeguard
the interests of investors. The laws are
amended, changed or replaced from time
to time in order to make them more
effective, either by giving more powers
to the regulatory authorities, or imposing
additional controls or legal restrictions.
One wonders whether we already
have too many laws. or not enough
laws to govern ourselves and regulate
our conduct! By the amount of laws
that have been made, and are yet to be
made, it is as if human beings are
becoming more and more unreliable
so that they cannot run their affairs
without some law to control them. It
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is sad to think that the honest majority
of the people are being threatened by
only a small minority who want to get
things by dishonest and improper means
when they cannot acquire them by
honest means. It is a sad reflection of
our social development and of our
standards of morality if every facet of
our social and economic life must be
regulated by an Act of Parliament! In
the end we cannot do anything without
having to consult our lawyers lest we
may unwittingly break any particular
law. In this sort of development the
only good thing is that our legislators,
the lawyers and the law courts are kept
very busy all the time
I personally feel that our social and
economic life would be much more
meaningful, if everyone vested with
authority to make decisions, and to act
for the welfare of others, conscientiously
strive to ensure that the principle of
accountability is practised at all levels
of management. To be accountable means
more than just to render a statement of
accounts; it is also a moral duty to
explain what one has done in the interest
of others. To be able to explain truthfully
we must practise what is implied by the
wisdom that 'honesty is the best policy'.
If we observe and conscientiously practise
this important ru le in our relations with
others, then there is a better chance
for us to have less law and less litigation,
but perhaps more social justice and social
security, and possibly less lawyers' fees.
More laws mean more wo~k for
auditors. You can see the truth of this
from the experience brought about by
the recent amendments made to the
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various laws like the Banking Act. the
Companies Act and other related legislation. Changes in regulatory legislatton
often require more controls. And since
any system of control costs money, and
since any restriction makes life more
difficult, there is always a tendency for
the dishonest to seek loopholes in the
law, or go round the controls in order
to evade such legal restrictions and
controls. Restrictions are meant to
prevent wrongdoings, but then, in
order to penalise the dishonest for breach
of any control system, some kind of
statutory offences are created. Any of
such offences may fall within the
category of fraud.
"Fraud" is a generic term. In a dictionary the word is defined as criminal
deception; act of dishonesty; false representation to obtain unjust advantage, or
to injure another. It can also mean a
dishonest person, an imposter or a
humbug. The word is not specifically
defined in law. Fraud assumes so many
different facets and forms of dishonesty
and deception that according to lawyers
'it is better not to define the term, lest
men would find ways of committing
fraud which might evade such a deftnition'. However, according to a writer
on the subject (Harold F. Russle 'Foo.:::les
& Frauds') fraud is 'generally considered
to be anything calculated to decerve.
This includes all acts, omissions, and
concealments involving a breach of a
legal or equitable duty, trust or confidence justly reposed which will result
in damage to another, or by which
undue and conscienceless advantage is
taken of another!. That is more or less

a general definition of the term 'fraud'.
The Malaysian Penal Code also gives
no specific definition of 'fraud', but
does explain the terms 'dishonestly'
and 'fraudulently' in the context of
criminal offenoes. I wish to quote the
relevant sections:
"24.

'25.

Whoever does anything with
the intention of causing wrongful
gain to one person, or wrongful
loss to another person, is said to
do that thing 'dishonestly'.
A person is said to do a thing
fraudulently if he does that
thing with intent to defraud,
but not otherwise."

Note: 'wrongful gain' and 'wrongful
loss' are defined in section 23
of the Penal Code.
There are many offences in the law
associated with
fraud. The main
ingredients of what is generally understood to be fraud may be present in any
such offences, eg. dishonest practice,
deception, false disclosure, concealment
of assets or other activities of that nature.
Typical offences are false accounting,
fraudulent trading, forgery, breach of
trust, theft and the offence of conspiracy
to defraud. The offender is described
as 'defrauder' or 'fraudster'.
As to the question of auditors' role
in detecting and preventing fraud, I learn
from the history of accountancy in
Britain that at one time towards the
later part of the 19th Century one of
the pressing reasons for employing professional accountants to be auditors
was the need to detect and prevent
frauds. Stories were told of the discovery
of various frauds. They were told by
well known accountants who acted
as auditors of railway companies and
banks. One writer on auditing (L.R.
Dicksee) wrote in 1892 that "the detection of fraud is a most important portion
of the auditors' duties". He put this
aspect of work above the other two
objects of an audit which are discovery
of technical errors and of breaches of
principles. It was considered not enough
for an auditor to be an.expert in accounting only, but he needed to have a reasonable knowledge of the company's technical operations and always to ~e a good
judge of people to check whether everything was what it should be in reality.
Nowadays external auditors may
regard the detection of frauds as incidental to their functions, rather than
a mandatory duty. This is argued on the
premise that it is the duty and responsibility of management (directors and
managers) to do everything necessary to
protect the assets of a company. The
fiduciary relationship subsisting between
a director and his company and the
shareholders entails responsibility on his

Laws and legal controls do not in
themselves ensure a healthy business
climate
part to act honestly and in good faith
for the benefit of the company. It should
be appreciated by all auditors, however,
that as professionals, they have a moral
duty to the public as well. The government, as much as the shareholders, has
a lot of interest in the well-being of a
company for it expects to share at least
40 percent of the company's profit. The
people, whose interest the government
represents, expect the auditors to play
their professional role as their 'watch
dog' to see that the portion of public
interest in a business concern is safeguarded.
Since it is the management's responsibility to protect the assets of a
company, the role of internal auditors
by their position as employees, becomes
even more important than that of external auditors, in refation to the detection
and prevention of frauds. Internal
auditors, being more knowledgeable
about the business operations of their
employers are better placed to identify
areas of activities vulnerable to frauds,
and to advise management of necessary
safeguards. They should cooperate with
external auditors on how to strengthen
internal controls.
The business world is becoming more
complex as the varieties of business
act1v1t1es expand and increase, and
methods and techniques of management
are becoming more and more sophisticated with the rapid advance in technology and the need to meet challenges
in more competitive markets. The
increasing use of computers brings about
a host of new problems 'of security in
order to protect data, which is also a
valuable asset, against a new breed of
frauds. These problems are potential
threats to undermine the healthy growth
of corporate business. There is a real
need to address this issue urgently in
order to maintain public confidence in
government and corporate management.
It may be necessary to control the use
of computer by law so that the threat
of computer fraud can be monitored
by a competent authority with the
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necessary tegal powers to enforce security
measures.
Fraud is a covert crime. To do it
successfully the act must be concealed
from its victim. It may not be identified
until long after the event. Even when the
fraudulent activity is discovered, the
culprit may have already taken steps
to cover up his trails to make investigation and prosecution more difficult.
Documents may be falsified or destroyed,
and the proceeds of the fraud may have
been transferred out of the country.
Thus in a large scale and complex fraud
the task of gathering evidence for the
purpose of prosecution is formidable and
can be at considerable cost of money
and manpower. The process of fraud
investigation is made even more difficGit
by the reluctance of witnesses to give
information, especially so if they suspect
that higher or top level management are
involved. Chanoes are that the detection
of a fraud in a large institution or corporation is not reported to the Police
because of the fear that its reputation
may suffer and its business will be
adversely affected as a result. The public
image of an institution can be of
overriding importance, because any
investigation into illegal or unethical
behaviour of its leaders, is a threat to
the very existence of the institution
itself. It is not surprising therefore if
fraud is often hushed up!
The problem is that almost every kind
of human activity breeds its own family
of frauds. We hear, for example, of banking fraud, foreign exchange fraud, stock
market or share dealing fraud, credit
card fraud, computer fraud, shipping
fraud and many others. The list is getting
longer as we progress. We can say that
there are as many kinds of fraud as there
are varieties of business activities.
I believe that laws and legal controls
do not in themselves ensure a healthy
business climate and public confidence
in administration and management. What
is more important is the personal quality
and integrity of people entrusted with
the powers and responsibility of controlling and managing human activities,
be it in public or private business.
Nonetheless, constant attention should
be given to the need for ensuring that the
system of checks and balances is effective
at all times, and that any system of
internal controls is kept under review.
This is the assurance that internal
auditors have to provide as a service to
management.
•

The above talk was given to The Institute
Of Internal Auditors Inc. Malaysia Chapter,
during the later part of 1986. Our Guest·
writer is the former Auditor General and
the present Chairman of the Movement for
the Information of Freedom Act.
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KEADAAN NEGARA

Penentangan
Terhadap
Penindasan
Artilul berikut merupakan sumbangan daTi·
pada Parli Sorialis Rakyat Malaysitz (PSRM). Ia
mengandungi usul-usul yang diterima oleh
Kongres Nasional PSRM Ke-21 pada 14hb
Disember 1986 di Johor Bahru.
ALIR.4N mengambil keputusan menyiarkan
usul-usul ini kerana akhbar-akhbar tempatan
tidak memberi liputan yang berpatutan
kepada Kongres parti ini dan usul-usulnya
- Pengarang.

I. USUL MENGENAI ZIONI SME
DAN LAW A TAN PEM IMPIN
ZIONIS KE SINGAPURA
1.

K

ongres PSRM yang bersidang di Johor Bahru
pada 14hb. Disember
1986, setelah mengkaji
dan menimbang dengan
saksama segala kekejaman serta kezali·
man Zionisme terhadap rakyat Arab
dan Palestin yang tanahairnya telah
dirompak, menyedari:
a) Usaha terbaru yang didukung oleh
lmperialis Amerika Syarikat memperluas kegiatannya ke rantau Asia
Tenggara;
b) Kebimbangan bahawa Singapura
membenarkan
dirinya
menjadi
pangkalan tentera dan pusat perisikan Zionis;
c) Ancaman terhadap Malaysia sebagai
jiran terdekat yang bersempadan
dengan Singapura;
d) La·Natan pemimpin Zionis Herzog
atas jemputan Kerajaan PAP telah
mengancam
ketenteraman
dan
pengecualian rantau ASEAN; dan
e) Kerajaan PAP telah dengan sengaja·
nya memutarbelitkan berita tentang
demonstrasi rakyat yang diadakan,
dengan tujuan buruk hendak membinasakan hubungan baik di antara
rakyat Malaysia dengan Singapura;

2. Dan selaras dengan:
a) Penentangan PSRM terhadap ke·
ke.aman, kezaliman, penindasan
dan penjajahan dalam segala bentuk
dan corak;
b) Penolakan masyarakat antarabangsa,
termasu k Bangsa·bangsa Bersatu,
terhadap fahaman sempit dan fana·
tik Zionis;
c) Semangat cinta damai, keadilan,
kebenaran dan kemanusiaan rakyat
sejagat;
3. Maka dengan ini mengambil keputusan.
Aliran
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a) Mengutuk sekeras·kerasnya sikap
angkuh dan percubaan pemerintah
Singapura yang meniru tindak tanduk Zionisme, dan dengan sedar
membenarkan dirinya menjadi alat
dan agen Ziontsme,
b) Menyeru Kerajaan Barisan Nasional
yang pernah mengaku sebagai anti·
Zionis supaya peka terhadap banta·
han dan suara kemarahan rakyat
Malaysia, serta senti asa bersi kap
tegas dan terus terang terhadap
pemerintah Singapura yang bongkak dan lancang dalam kata-kata
serta perbuatannya;
c) Menyeru rakyat Malaysia dan
Singapura supaya mengutuk dengan
sekeras-kerasnya Kerajaan PAP atas
sikap angkuhnya menjemput pe·
mimpin Zionis, Chiam Herzog, ke
Singapura tanpa mengambil kira
kemahuan semua rakyat yang mencintai perdamaian dan keadilan di
rantau ASEAN; dan
d) Menggesa rakyat Malaysia dan
Singapura supaya menuntut kera·
jaan mereka masing-masing bertin·
dak tegas menentang perluasan
fahaman Zionisme di Asia Tenggara;
4. Dan seterusnya PSRM:
a) Mengutuk imperial is Amerika yang
mendalangi permusuhan dan peperangan antara Iraq dan Iran sesuai
dengan kepentingan politik dan sekaligus mengambil keuntungan dari
penjualan senjata dan alat perang
sebagaimana
yang
didedahkan
kepada dunia baru-baru ini;
b) Menyeru supaya Syria dan golongan
Amal Syiah memberhentikan pencerobohan serta pembunuhan ter·
hadap pejuang
PLO kerana ini
hanya akan menguntungkan pihak
Zionis Israel;
c) Mengutuk Zionis
Israel yang
mengapi-apikan supaya Iran dengan
Iraq terus saltng berbunuhan untuk
melemahkan perpaduan negaranegara Teluk, dan dengan demikian
Israel bukan saja terselamat dari
perhatian musuh-musuhnya, tetapi
juga sekaligus mengaut faedah
sebagai orang tengah yang mengen·
dalikan penjualan senjata Amerika
Syarikat kepada Iran; dan
d) Menyeru pemerintah Iran supaya
menerima tanpa syarat tawaran
menghentikan perang sebagaimana
yang dikemukakan oleh Iraq,
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supaya seluruh tenaga dan kekuatan
antara kedua negara dapat ditujukan kepada Israel sebagai sumbangan
setiakawan kepada perjuangan rakyat Palestin di bawah bendera PLO
pimpinan Vasser Arafat.

II. USUL MENGENAI
DUAN NASIONAL

PERPA-

1. Kongres PSRM yang bersidang di
Johor Bahru pada 14hb. Disember
1986 mendesak supaya Kerajaan Sarisan Nasional mengadat<an langkahlangkah yang lebih tegas untuk mengUo!.
rangkan perasaan perkauman dan
memupuk perpaduan dan persefaha·
man di kalangan rakyat.
2. Dt antara langkah-langkah yang perlu
dtambil ialah:
a) Berusaha lebih gigih untuk menqwujudkan keadilan ekoromi dan
sosial di kalangan rakyat melalui
pembasmian kemiskinan dan pembahagian kekayaan yang lebih
saksama;
b) Menggantikan segala bentuk dasar,
tindakan dan peraturan yang berbentu k
perkauman
dengan
pendekatan yang mengutamakan
faktor ekonomi daripada faktorfaktor lain;
c) Mengkaji dan menggalakkan pertumbuhan nilai-nilai bersema yang
boleh
membantu
pencapaian
perpaduan dan persefahaman antara
kaum;
d) Menentang segala bentuk perkauman yang boleh menghalang usaha
mengwujudkan perpaduan nasional
dan
menggalakkan
penubuhan
badan-badan yang berbentuk tidak
perkauman baik daripada bentuk
dan juga perjuangannya; dan
e) Menjadikan
sistem
pendidikan
nasional sebagai alat yang berkesan
untuk memupuk dan mendidik
generasi muda menjadi manusia
yang bisa berfikir progresif dan
bersatu padu.

Ill. USUL MENGENAI
EKONOMI
Memandangkan
1. Pergantungan
ekonomi
Malaysia
kepada ekonomi dunia kapitalis telah
mengakibatkan kemerosotan ekonomi
negara.
1.1 Ak ibat kejatuhan harga barang
eksport utama, terutamanya getah,
kelapa sawit, timah dan minyak
petrolium;
1.2 Akibat penyekatan pasaran asing
terhadap barang eksport buatan
dari Dunia Ketiga;

1.3

Akibat
pengurangan pelaburan
asing dari negara maju di negara
Dunia Ket1ga, yang bersaing dengan
hebat untuk menarik pelaburan
demikian;
1.4 Akibat aliran modal keluar negeri
sebanyak lebih dari tiga ribu juta
ringgit setiap tahun kerana tidak
yakin lagi kepada dasar Kerajaan
Malaysia.
2. Penyalahgunaan kuasa pihak kerajaan
telah membawa krisis ekonomi paling
teruk di mana:
2.1 Perbelanjaan
melampau,
yang
mengakibatkan jumlah hutang sek·
tor awam melebihi $87 ribu juta
pada tahun 1986 dan meningkatkan
bayaran khidmat hutang, dan seterusnya perbelanjaan mengurus
kerajaan;
2.2 Hutang asing sektor awam melebihi
$40.1 ribu juta dan hutang asing
sektor swasta melebihi $8 ribu juta
pada tahun 1986, sedangkan aliran
modal keluar negeri dalam satu
dekad yang lalu dianggar di sekitar
$30 ribu juta;
besar
perbelanjaan
2.3 Sebahagian
awam ini tidak menguntungkan
rakyat, seperti projek mewah, a taupun membebankan rakyat, seperti
projek industri berat;
2.4 Terdapat juga banyak projek yang
tidak diuruskan secara cekap dan
membazirkan banyak wang rakyat,
misalnya projek bangunan Daya
Bumi, yang diberikan kepada
tender yang paling mahal;
2.5 Amalan 'politik wang' di man_a
kuasa dan pengaruh politik menentukan peluang mengaut keuntungan
yang menggalakkan segala jenis
rasuah, korupsi, kecurangan, penyelewengan serta penyalahgunaan
kuasa; dan
2.6 Kerajaan sedang memb~bi buta
mengatasi masalah buatannya sendiri dengan langkah-langkah baru
pro-kapitalis yang mengorbankan
rakyat, seperti usaha memujuk pelaburan dengan menawarkan subsidi
(kelepasan cukai, penyediaan kemudahan,
pengurangan
harga
elektrik, air, telefon, dll.). dan
dasar pengswastaan.
3. Rakyat jelata Malaysia men1adi mangsa
utama krisis ekonomi.
3.1 Pendapatan negara purata setahun
dijangka jatuh daripada $4,867
pada 1984 kepada $3,993 pada
1987;
3.2 Kadar pengangguran rasmi telah
meningkat daripada 5.7% (291 ,213)
pada tahun 1980 kepada 8.7%
(528,960) pada tahun 1986 dan
dijangka akan melebihi 9.5% pada
1990, sedangkan lebih dari 100,000
pekerja telah dibuang keqa sejak
tahun 1985;

3.3

3.4

Kerajaan sedang menjadikan kaum
pekerja sebagai mangsa utam;:~
dalam usahanya memulih ekonomi,
yang sebenarnya dirosakkan oleh
dasar-dasarnya sendiri, terutamanya
dasar yang menggalakkan pergantungan ekonomi serta penyalahgunaan sektor awam; usaha anti-buruh
kerajaan termasuklah usaha membeku gaji (sedangkan harga barang
pengguna serta kadar bunga pinjaman kerajaan meningkat), mengurangkan
pampasan
gantirugi
pembuangan pekerja dan kadar gaji
kerja lebihmasa; dan
Kebanyakan kaum tani terus miskin
akibat kelaparan ·tanah, kekurangan
modal, pendedahan kepada harga
barang utama yang ditentukan oleh
kepentingan asing dan pengurangan
subsidi
yang sebenarnya lebih
menguntungkan golongan yang
lebih berada.

4. Maka Kongres PSRM yang bersidang
pada 14hb. Disember 1986 di Johor
Bahru memutuskan untuk meningkatkan perjuangan untuk mengwujudkan
sebuah ekonomi
4.1
Yang lebih berdikari dan lebih
mengutamakan keperluan rakyat
jelata, bukan kepentingan (pelaburan atau pasaran) asing;
4.2 Yang lebih adil, di mana agihan
sumber ekonomi (seperti tanah dan
modal) adalah lebih saksama dan
pihak
pemerintah
memajukan
kepentingan rakyat jelata, bukan
kepentingan segelintir orang kaya
yang berpengaruh dari segi politik;
dan
4.3 Dengan memberi pimpinan serta
sokongan kepada selu ruh rakyat
Malaysia
terutamanya kaum
buruh, petani, setinggan, peniaga
kecil, penganggur dan golongan
menengah- yang cintakan keadilan,
kebebasan dan kebenaran untu k
bersama-sama
memperjuangkan
'demokrasi rakyat' sebagai alternatif
kepada pemerintahan kuku besi
golongan mustakbirin yang bertopengkan sandiwara parlimen.

IV

VI

USUL MENGENAI AKTA
KESELAMATAN
DALAM
NEGERI (ISA)
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USUL MENGENAI AKTA
PELAJARAN S 21(2)
PSRM mendesak Kerajaan BN memansuhkan S 21 (2) Akta Pelajaran
dan memberi peluang yang penuh
kepada murid-murid keturunan
Tionghua dan India mempelajari
bahasa ibunda mereka.

VII USUL
MENGENAI
KOPERASI

24

PSRM mendesak Kerajaan BN
mengambil tindakan tegas unti.J'k .
menentukan penyimpan-penyimpan
dalam 24 koperasi yang dibekukan
itu mendapatkan semula wang
simpanan mereka sepenuhnya dan
seterusnya tindakan yang tegas
hendaklah diambil ke atas orangorang
yang
bertanggungjawab
dalam penyelewengan koperasikoperasi itu.

VIII USUL MENGENAI
ROKA FELDA

PENE-

PSRM mendesak Kerajaan BN
supaya menyerahkan geran-geran
tanah kepada peneroka-peneroka
tanah rancangan FELDA.

IX

USUL MENGENAI PEKERJA
PSRM mendesak Kerajaan BN
supaya menarik balik cadangannya
untuk mengurangkan kadar bayaran
bagi kerja lebihmasa dan pampasan
gantirugi pembuangan pekerja.

X

USUL MENGENAI PENDATANG HARAM
PSRM mendesak Kerajaan BN
mengambil tindakan tegas untuk
menyekat kemasukan pendatangpendatang haram ke negara ini, dan
mengambil tindakan yang sewajarnya ke atas pihak-pihak yang bertanggungJawab atas kemasukan
mereka, dan seterusnya mengadakan
penyiasatan bagaimana tarat penduduk
tetap
boleh diberikan
kepada pendatang-pendatang haram
itu.

USUL MENGENAI AKTA
RAHSIA RASMI (OSA)
PSRM mendesak Kerajaan BN
memansuhkan Akta Rahsia Rasmi
dan
menggantikannya
dengan
sebuah undang-undang baru, Akta
Kebebasan Maklumat, yang akan
menjaminkan hak setiap rakyat
mendapat maklumat tentang pentadbiran negara serta mel indungi
rahsia-rahsia tulen negara.

V

PSRM mendesak Kerajaan BN
supaya menghapusk;:~n Akt;:~ Keselamatan Dalam Negeri (ISA).

XI

USUL MENGENAI
MAN PERUMAHAN

PINJA-

PSRM mendesak Kerajaan BN
supaya memansuhkan kadar kenaikan faedah pinjaman perumahan
dan kenderaan bagi kakitangan
awam seperti yang diumumkan oleh
Menteri Kewangan semasa membentangkan Belanjawan di Parlimen
baru-baru ini.
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HUMAN FILE

DOUBLE
DISCRIMINATION

Helen Percival

This story is based on Helen Percival's
experiences of staying with and talking to
an IndiJin family in a small rubber estate
town in Malaysia. The names are fictitious,
but the facts of the story are true.

etchmi lives in a small town
on the outskirts of Kuala
Lumpur. The town is in the
centre of a large rubber plantation in which Letchmi's
husband, Singam, works.
Letchmi has eight children, ranging in
age from twelve months to 17 years.
Because of the family's economic difficulties, she has to work at a nearby brick
factory to supplement her husband's
inadequate income, leaving the three
youngest children to fend for themselves
at home each day. Letchmi works breaking
finished bricks into mosaic-shaped pieces
for decorative walls. She works, without
protection, under the hot sun for about
seven hours each day - for an income of
about $M300* per month. Her husband
earns about half that amount. When she
returns horne she has no t ime to rest; she
must d:> her household chores and
prepare dmner for the family. Her work is
f inished only after the you ngest child has
been fed and put to sleep. Next day, she
will wake at 5 a.m. to prepare breakfast
and lunch for her husband before he
leaves.
When both parents are at work. Rani,
the third daughter, has. total responsibility
for feeding and tak ing care of the two
youngest boys. Rani is twelve. She stopped
going to school two years ago so that she
could be at home to look after her
siblings For a child of her age, she has
remarkable competence and maturity no doubt the resu lt of the responsibil ity
forced upon her. Her older sister, Ramani,
left school two years ago at the age of
fourteen to work as a domestic helper in
the city, in order to supplementthe family
income. When asked, Singam replies t hat
it is all r ght for the girls to leave school
early and go to work to help the family.
Only one daughter remains in school now,
she is nine years of age. If the situat ion at
home does not improve, she wil l have to
follow in the footsteps of her sisters.
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Singam suggests one night that he
would like to marry again. We point out
to him that he should first see to the wellbeing of his present family before thinking
.of taking on added responsibilities. Sin gam
is not convinced. Earlier, despite his
children's obvious lack of proper food
and education, he said that, according to
Indian custom, it was good to have many
children. We also ask Letchmi whether
she has considered using a birth control
method. She admits that the nurse at the
town clinic advised her to do so. but she
was afraid of "the operation" they wou ld
have to perform on her. Besides, she
could not possibly take leave for such an
operation - it wou ld mean loss of
income and a great deal of embarrassment
to her. Letchmi's family means a lot to

her; she would like to see them healthy
and happy but. given the economic and
cultural difficulties that pers1st, it will be
a long, long time before Letchmi or her
daughters enjoy a truly happy 1 fe.

•

NOTES
*The Malayrian ringgit (or dollar) is
worth about $US0.39. Thus, Letchmi's
monthly wage is $US47.

Helen Percival, the writer of the article
is associated with one of the churches in
Malaysia. The article itself is extracted
from "Weaving New Pottcrns: Women's

Struggle for Change in Asia and the Pacific
1986".

ANNOUNCEMEN
Dear readers,
A re there any particular stories or issues you'd like us to cover? Complaints
or suggestions regarding our regular features such as 'Thinking Allowed', 'Human
File', 'Current Comments', etc.?
Are our stories objective, readable, too heavy, just right?
How do you find our illustrations?
How could the Aliran Monthly be improved?
Please write in to let us know.
The Aliran Monthly is now entering its fourth year of publication. As you
know the editorial team here works on a voluntary basis and we are learning all
the time. Our sales now stand at about 7,000 a month and judging from the kind
of letters we receive, it is quite clear our Monthly reaches a wide range of
Malaysians.
We have from time to time tried to identify issues and topics we think are
of public importance and interest to our readers_ But with increasing readership,
we are wondering wheth~r we may have overlooked the needs of some readers_
As such we welcome suggestions, ideas and critical comments so that we can
collectively improve the contents, effectiveness and readability of the Monthly.
The Monthly as you know, reflects in many ways Aliran's commitment to
the pursuit of justice, freedom and solidarity for all Malaysians_ And insyallah,
we will continue to work towards our common purpose with your support and
cooperation. We hope to hear from all of you.
In solidarity,
The Editor
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CURRENT COMMENT
A record of Aliran's complete press statements
made in the preceding months

UNMASK THE CULPRITS
he sorrow, anger and frustration
displayed by many of the depositors in those Deposit-Taking
Cooperatives (DTCs) which have suffered
huge financial losses is understandable. A
significant number of them have lost their
entire life's savings. What magnifies their
tragedy is that the majority of them are
poor hawkers, petty traders, pensioners
and housewives.
Indeed, the impact of this unparallelled
financial c.a lamity upon the ordinary
citizen is so immense that it defies human
imagination. It has been estimated, for
instance, that the calamity has, indirectly,
affected the well-being of about 25% of
the Chinese population.
Though the vast majority of those
affected come from the Chinese community, the cooperatives scandal should be
viewed as a financial disaster of gigantic
proportions concerning the entire nation.
The Government should respond to the
scandal from a truly national perspective
and show the sort of earnestness and
determination to resolve the problem
which would win the admiration of the
poor and powerless depositors.
Of course, ALIRAN recognises that
Bank Negara has already put in some
effort to salvage some of the cooperatives.

T

It has brought seven directors to Court so
far. But a lot more can still be done by
the authorities.
First, Bank Negara, in conjunction
with various financial institutions, can
ensure that the majority of the 24 cooperatives make partial payments to their
depositors before Chinese New Year.
An announcement to · this effect should
be made as soon as possible to assuage the
fears of the depositors.
Second, Bank Negara, and the Cooperative Department, should allow those.
cooperatives which are somewhat stable,
financially, to resume normal operations
within a short time. A deadline should
be set for this purpose.
Third, the Police, with the help of
Bank Negara and other relevant authorities, should expedite investigations and
initiate more prosecutions of directors
and officers of the cooperatives. From
the Government's own White Paper it is
obvious that many more individuals,
....: including some prominent personalities
- are involved. The ordinary depositors
must be convinced that no stone would
be left unturned until total justice is
done.
Fourth, those who have been found
guilty, or have pleaded guilty on their
own, should have all their financial
assets confiscated. These assets should be
auctioned by the State to pay the deposi-

tors.
In order to confiscate the assets of the
guilty ones, existing laws will have to be
amended. Since Criminal Breach of Trust
(CBT) and other commercial crimes are
becoming so rampant these days, . the
Government would be justified in introducing such amendments.
If the Government takes such positive
steps to check financial mismanagement
and fraudulence, the depositors will have
much more confidence in the national
leadership and will not take the law into
their own hands. Otherwise the situation
will deteriorate beyond repair.
6 January 1987

The Executive Committee

(The above statement did not appear in any
newspaper- Editor)

•
NEW CLASSROOMS BY
GOTONG-ROYONG
liran commends the Government
for building about 1,000 class·
rooms under a special gotong·
royong programme. As a result, the
Government, according to Deputy Education Minister, Woon See Chin, saved at
least 15 million ringgit.
Aliran hopes that this approach to
building classrooms would become a
norm with the Ministry of Education. It
should be adopted as the approach even if
there was no recession for the gotong·
royong approach is not only cheaper and
faster but also involves the community. It
is a way of fostering the virtues of mutual
help and cooperation.
The same strategy should be adapted
to other development projects. There is
tremendous potential for using the
gotong-royong strategy in opening up
new land, in developing FELDA schemes
and in the creation of new townships.

A

Tan Choon Kooi,

7 January 1987

Ex co

•
CO-OP DEPARTMENT ALSO
GUILTY

W

bile Bank Negara and most
other groups are concerned
about the misdemeanours of
the directors and officers of the various
deposit-taking cooperatives (DTCs), the
public should also focus upon the role of
the Cooperative Development Depart·
ment (CDD).
It is obvious that the CDD failed to
perform its duty. The CDD is responsible
for supervising the activities of coopera·
tives. The DTCs had violated all the rules
pertaining to cooperatives and yet the
CDD did not take any decisive action.
The cooperatives should never have
been allowed to become profit-oriented
deposit-takers. They should never have
been involved in share speculation. If the
CDD had kept tabs on the cooperatives it
would have realised that there was no
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basis at all for the DTCs to declare such
preposterously high dividends.
Aliran feels that one of the main
reasons why the Registrar of Cooperatives
or other officials in his department failed
to act was because many of the personali·
ties involved in the cooperative scandal
were 'big shots'. & a mere civil servant,
be did not dare move against financially
powerful individuals or individuals with
strong political connections, though he
had the administrative power to do so.
This is what happens when the power of
politics and wealth dominate administra·
tio n.
Aliran therefore feels that Bank
Negara should also conduct a thorough
investigation into the role of the Minister
in charge of cooperatives and the CDD in
the cooperatives scandal. Those who were
negligent or even dishonest, should be
punished.
10 January 1987

the establishment of an Independent
Commission of Inquiry into the BMF
scandal.
In the past, the Government has
rejected calls for the establishment of
such a Commission. We hope that this
time the Prime Minister will change
his mind especially since he seems to
be more concerned than ever before
about the lack of integrity and honesty
in Malaysian society.
If he sets up such a Commission, he
would have taken the first step in the
struggle to restore trust, honour and
morality in public life. He will then give
real meaning to his call to the UMNO
Club of Britain to emphasise the importance of good character in nation-building.
16 January 1987

President

•

Chandra Muzaffar

President

(The above statement did not appear in any
newspaper - Editor)

PANDORA'S BOX OF NAMES

S

orne of the points raised by
Datuk
Hashim
Sharnsuddin's
defence counsel, George Carmen,
at Datuk Hashim's trial in Hong Kong
on Wednesday 14 January, have once
again brought to the fore certain crucial
unanswered questions about the 2.5
billion ringgit BMF scandal.
Datuk Hashim's lawyer has made
it very clear that the principal BMF
officials alleged to have been involved
in the scandal were all linked in one
way or another, to leading personalities
in the Malaysian Cabinet. He has even
suggested that his client, Datuk Hashim,
and the other BMF officials were acting
on the instructions of certain Cabinet
members.
Datuk Musa Hitam's name has been
mentioned. Datuk Seri Dr. Mahathir
Mohamad's name has also cropped up
in relation to a loan allegedly meant for
Maminco. Tunku Razaleigh Hamzah is
reported to be closely associated with
Datuk Hashim. Tunku Razaleigh 's name
also featured in the Mak murder trial
of 1984.
Alira.n feels that with the UMNO
Supreme Council Election just around
the corner, allegations about the in·
volvement of top personalities in the
BMF scandal will be exploited by con·
tending cliques and groups in UMNO.
This will not be healthy for UMNO or
for the nation. This had already happened
once before, in the 1984 UMNO election.
It would be in the interest of the
nation if the leaders whose names have
been dragged into the various BMF
trials volunteered to tell the whole
truth. For Aliran remains convinced
that the whole truth about the scandal
has not been told. Aliran is also inclined
to believe that important political per·
sonalities are directly or indirectly linked
to the scandal.
lf our leaders are no t prepared to be
open and honest, then Aliran will have
no choice but to demand once again,
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MAHATH IR'S LAMENT
liran observes that every time
the Prime Minister (PM) addresses
a Malaysian student audience
abroad, he pours his heart out about the
absence of integrity and honesty among
the holders of public office. He did the
same thing three months ago in a speech
in New York.
It is not enough to lament the absence
of integrity and honesty among the
elites to student audiences abroad. The
PM must take firm action at home to
restore ethics and morality among our
elites. Deeds speak louder than words.
The people are getting tired of the
endless rhetoric about 'moral values'
and 'good character' when they know
that what is actually happening is just
the opposite. The people don't want
pious platitudes any mo re. They want
the leaders to prove that they are men of
moral fibre with strength of character.
For a start, the PM can prove the
strength of his moral character to the
people by:o Ma king sure that nothing is concealed
from the public on the BMF, Maminco,
UMBC and EPF scandals. Aliran is
convinced that the whole truth about
these scandals has yet to be established.
o Making sure that the private business
interests of members of the adminis·
tration do not intrude into the
performance of their public duties.
There is overwhelming evidence of
'conflict of interests' at the level of
national leadership. To put a stop to
this, Aliran feels that corporate
personalities should not be appointed
to important government positions.
o Making sure that all those elites in
both the public and private sectors
who are involved in fraud, criminal
breach of trust, corruption and other
such misdemeanours are brought to
justice immediately and punished
severely. It is an indictment on the
present state of affairs that in the
last six mo nths no less than a dozen
individuals linked to the establishment
have been charged in Malaysian and
foreign courts for either corruption,
fraud or Criminal breach of Trust
(CBT).
The situation is so bad today that
CBT is fast becoming the leading Malay-
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sian elite disease. It is a disease that is
the result of what Aliran regards as the
greatest obsession among both political
and economic elites in Malaysia today,
namely, jutawrmism, the desire to become
multi-millionaires at all costs and in
the shortest possible time.
It is a pity that no serious attempt
has been made to check this dangerous
trend in our society. If the PM is really
interested in establishing checks and
balances to prevent the erosion of
integrity among the elites, then be will
encourage public interest societies to
play a more active role in society. He
will applaud - rather than condemn their attempts to expose corruption
and other wrongdoings.
Similarly, if the PM really believes in
checks and balances, he will be more
appreciative of the role of opposition parties. He will ensure that Parliament
emerges as a powerful institution capable
of checking executive dominance. Most
of all, the PM will go out of the way to
strengthen the independent authority
of the Judiciary - so that the law will
always protect the ordinary decent
citizen against certain greedy elites.
16 January 1987

Chandra M uzaffar

President

•
CO-OP CRISIS
liran supports the announcement
by Bank Negara Governor, Datuk
Jaffar Hussein that deposit-taking
cooperatives will not be allowed in future
to collect deposits. On the understanding
that DTCs will not be allowed to take
deposits from the public but that such
facility be kept available only to members
of cooperatives, such a proposal deserves
support as it would be one step which
would help bring cooperatives back to
their original aims.
The most fundamental objective of a
cooperative should be for people to be
enjoined in economic co-operation and
self-help instead of economic competition
and profiteering. Once a cooperative
allows itself to operate along the lines
of the latter it then becomes just another
capitalistic business concern and should
no longer be called a cooperative. By
regulating cooperatives such that members will pool their financial resources
for specific purposes in housing, education and trading to help one another,
cooperatives would play their rightful
role in encouraging self-help and community
effort instead of capital
accummulation.
It is at a time when the whole coopera·
tive movement is in crisis and cooperatives have degenerated into organs for
profit-making and tools of greed that
the opportunity should be seized now
to ensure that cooperatives return to
their original role of being the ordinary
person's means of staving off the en·
croachments of a capitalistic economy.
Having said that, one ought to remember that cooperatives like other things,
will not work unless people are prepared
to make them work. Thus members
of cooperatives should recognise the
important role they play as members
in ensuring accountability and proper

A

management of affairs by directors
entrusted with such responsibility.
They should remember that in a
cooperative it is the members who will
call the shots on policies and major
decisions instead of leaving things in the
hands of a few directors. In this regard,
members of cooperatives have themselves
to blame for the present state of affairs.
Finally, while it is relevant for Datuk
Jaffar Hussein to have made an indirect
reference to the lack of action on the
part of the Registrar-General of Co·
operatives in not asking errant directors
to make restitution, we should also
bear in mind that prominent politicians
and businessmen are involved in the
cooperative scandal.
It is quite possible that the involvement of such personalities may have
been one obstacle against decisive
action by the Registrar-General given the
political clout which these people can
wield. This should make us question the
wisdom of allowing politicians and
businessmen to involve themselves with
cooperatives in future. Their involvement
could lead to political interference, and
the less such interference, the easier it
would be for civil servants to get on with
the job of regulating cooperatives.

18 January 1987

Tong Veng Wye
Exco Member

•
BIG SHOTS SHOU LD OWN UP

A

liran reiterates its call to national
leaders whose names have been
mentioned in the recent Datuk
Hashim Shamsuddin trial in connection
with alleged wrongdoings that had
affected BMF's operations, to clarify
what had really happened. Prime Minister
Datuk Seri Dr. Mahathir Mohammad,
Trade and Industry Minister Tunku
Razaleigh Hamzah and forrner Deputy
Prime Minister, Datuk Musa Hitam must
tell the whole truth to the nation. They
must be open and honest with the people.
It is in their interest to do so, for the
allegations made in the Hong Kong
Court can do irreparable damage to
their integrity as national leaders. Indeed,
the allegations are so serious they can
destroy their credibility and bring them
into total disrepute.
Aliran hopes that other members of
the Cabinet, leaders of the component
parties of the Barisan Nasional, and
UMNO Supreme Council members will
also press Dr. Mahathir, Tunku Razaleigh
and Datuk Musa to reply to the allegations.
If all these men and women in
positions of importance and responsi·
bility fail to play their part now, at a
time when the honour and integrity of
our national leadership is at stake, they
will have no right in future to preach
pious platitudes about morality and
honesty. If UMNO and the Barisan are
determined to exert vigorous pressure
upon the three leaders in question, there
is a possibility they will tell the whole
truth to the people.
Aliran hopes that this will be done
within a week from now. If Dr. Mahathir,
Tunku Razaleigh and Datuk Musa fail
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to clarify th eir positions during th is
period, Aliran will have no choice but to
petition His Majesty the Yang Di Pertuan
Agong to establish a Royal Commission
of Inquiry into the BMF scandal.
Aliran is considering petitioning the
King for the following reasons
o Since the name of the Prime Minister
has also been mentioned, he may not
want to recommend the setting up of

TITLE OF BOOK

PRICE

NO. OF
COPIES

1. FREEDOM IN FETTERS
Is a comprehensive study of the state of democracy in Malaysia. It deals with all the major
laws and institutions relevant to an understanding of democracy in Malaysia. It examines
all the major trends and developments which
have influenced the practice of democracy in
Malaysia.

$10.20

2. DIALOGUE ON DEMOCRACY
Is a (;OIIection of speeches made by leaders of
various political parties & public interest
societies in connection with the 3rd Dialogue
of Concern on Parliamentary Democracy held
m July 1985.

$ 3.20

3. CABARAN-CA BA RAN SEMASA
A book in Bahasa Maaysia dealing wi th human
rights, democracy, the economy ,labour, ethnic
relations. education, mo ral values end international affairs.

COST

a Royal Commission, to the King. In
such a circumstance, ordinary citizens
seeking truth and justice have no
other course of action open to them
except to tum to the Yang Di Pertuan
Agong.
o The people cannot expeet Parliament
through a motion introduced by one
of its memb~rs, to demand such a
Commission since Parliament is dominated by Barisan MPs who are unquestioningly loyal to the executive.
This is also why we have to look to""
the Ki ng for some initiative.
&sides, Aliran feels that given the
fresh angles that appear to have emerged
in the Hong Kong trial, th ere is a compelling need for a Royal Commission of
Inquiry. Reviving the Ahmad Noordin
Committee will not help since it will
not have the power to summ.Jn important.
people to testify. However, Tan Sri
Ahmad Noordin, Chooi Mun Sou and
Ramli Ibrahim can still constitute the
Royal Commission of Inquiry.
18 January 1987

$ 7.20

•

4. PA NDANGAN ALIRAN:
Mengandungi pendapat, cadangan, analise dan
komen yang jarang tersiar di akhbar-akhbar
tempatan.

5.

LIMA PERSOALAN is the translation of

.5 Controversies' into Bahasa Malaysia

6.

7.

8.

9.

THE AN TEIK: THE OTHER SIDE OF
DE V ELOPMENT discu:;se$ the T hean Teik.
dispute objectivel y and ra ises the question,
"Development for Whom?"

$ 3.20

WE SHALL OVERCOME- SONGS OF
HUMANITY is a r ich and varied collection
of songs dealing with realitY, hope, freedom,
justice, unity, peace, compassion, etc.

10. AU RAN MONTHLY
1 year's subscription - 12 issues•

may not be invoh-ed in any w t-ongdo in g

while the alleged malpractices of certain
other individuals are being highlighted.
The Press should be more honest and
upright in its reporting. It should not
distort the truth or misinform the public .
Indeed, there are sections of the Press
which do not give any information to
the public on certain aspects of scandals
which are being widely reported in
foreign newspapers. By denying the
public such important information, these
local dailies are betray ing their responsibility to the people. They are, in a
sense, guilty of conspiring to keep the
people in the dark.
Aliran hopes that these newspapers
will change their attitude. At a time,
when there is less and less public
accountability on the part of Government
leaders, the people look upon the Press
as one of the few institutions that can
uphold truth and justice.

$ 4.20

$10.50
$ 20.50

Bank Commission for outstation cheque

$ 0.50

-

I

$ 5.20

24 issues:

2 year's subscription

t is true that sections o f the Malaysian
Press have chosen to deliberately
distort or wilfully camouflage in formation and analysis on certain financial
scandals which allegedly involve prom inent Malaysian personalities.
Some newspapers are trying to give the
impression that certain individuals are
" spotlessly clean" though the bits and
pieces o f evidence available to the public
seems to suggest something else. At the
same time, there are newspapers which
are trying to implicate individuals who

$ 3.70

$ 4.20

THE ARMS RACE: HUMANITY IN CRISIS
refl ects a common humanitarian viewpoint
on the awful realities of modern warfare. It
attempts to consider the transformation of
man and society as the means towards
achieving a worldwide peace.

TRUTH FUL REPORTING

$ 10.20

CORRUPTION contains papers on various.
aspects of this social scourge presented by
A lira11 officials and guest speakers at a seminar
held in November 1980. It is easily readable,
in format ive and analytica l.

TOTAL
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CONSU LTING T HE PEOPLE
t is pertinent to note that the current
controversy surrounding the "20-points
Agreement" is set against a backdrop
of strained Federal-State relations and of
a perceived increase in anti-Federal senti·
ment. In fact, among some quarters, the
existence of such a state of affairs has
been attributed to the manner in which
some of the crucial safeguards have been
eroded away over the past 20-odd years.
For a large number of Sabahans how·
ever, this is perhaps the first time that
they are aware that such a document of
understanding ever existed. This is not
surprising for it has often been the case
that when matters of far-reaching impli·
cations are being decided upon, be it in
the State Legislative Assembly or by
the Government of the day, the majority
of the ORDINARY Sabahans are often
NOT consulted, let alone kept informed.
The manner in which the cession of
Labuan was effected is but a recent
example of the LOW regard which
political leaders have for the needs and
aspirations of the people.
As such, whether or not there have
been deviations from the 20-points over
the years is but only a technical consideration. The reality is that many Sabahans today feel that much of their
religious, cultural, political and economic
rights have been impinged upon ever
since the State joined the Federation.
Rightly or wrongly, the Federal Government is seen as a source of such discontent. The DISMAL role played by
the Federal Government during the
recent political crisis in the State, which
culminated in the loss of lives and property, further reinforces this sentiment.
Therefore, Aliran Sabah Bureau is of
the opinion that what needs to be done
NOW is not merely to itemise where
and how the "20-safeguards" have
been breached,' but more importantly,
to know the extent to which the needs
and aspirations of the people have been
neglected to "safeguard" the interests
of a few.
It would perhaps be in order, as such,
to set up an INDEPENDENT commission
to assess the nature and extent of such
discontent in the State, and to identify
the causes. In the ultimate analysis
however, it remains to be said that as
long as the people continue to be disregarded in any endeavour which will
affect them directly or indirectly, there
will always be DISCONTENT.

I

AlinK\ Sabah Bur88u.

23 January 1987

•
BMF & NATIONA L LEADERS

N

ational leaders whose names had
been mentioned in the Datuk
Hashim Sbamsuddin trial in Hong
Kong recently, should explain their
positions not because irresponsible
elements might exploit the matter, but
because it is the right thing to do.
They must provide a frank, honest explanation of what really happened
because that is what public accountability
is all about. Since public accountability is
the cornerstone of the system of parliamentary democracy embodied in the

Constitution, Aliran is of the opm1on
that it is the duty of our national leaders
to the Constitution and nation to provide
an explanation. More than that, it is their
duty to God, as the ultimate Truth, to
explain.
This is why Aliran bad demanded
an explanation from the three national
leaders, Datuk Seri Dr. Mahathir
Mohamad, Datuk Musa Hitam and Tunku
Razaleigh Hamzah, in a statement on the
16 January. We repeated that demand
on the 18 January. We have also made
it clear that if no explanation is forthcoming, we will petition the Yang Di
Pertuan Agong to establish an independent Commission of Inquiry.
It is not just the alleged involvement
of the three leaders in malpractices that
will have to be explained but also another
crucial matter that emerged in the course
of the trial. The Malaysian public has
every right to know who the unidentified
high authority' was who bad allegedly
received a donation of five million
ringgit. The donation was allegedly made
after falsification of a currency~xchange
transaction between Petronas and Bank
Bumiputra. The truth about this must
be revealed. Aliran believes that this
disclosure would be crucial to UMNO
and the Government.
23 January 1987

Chandra Muzaffar
President

(The above statement did not appear in any
newspaper - J:.'ditor).

•

except that whatever data they possess
will also be available at the Institute. In
that sense, the Institute that Aliran is
proposing will be a sort of supra statistical institute.
Aliran hopes that Parliament which
is meeting in March, will consider the
proposal.
Exco Member

•
NO A RMS PLEASE!

A

!iran is concerned about the
recent Bernarna news report that
Malaysia aims to produce its OO&'R
military equipment. The Deputy Defence
Minister has announced that such defence
equipment is meant not only for the
country's needs but also for the re(ion
as well.
It appears that the Defence Ministry
envisages exporting Malaysian-made mili·
tary equipment to the South-East Asian
region. This is something to be regretted,
for any such proliferation of the defence
industry is detrimental to good neigh·
bourliness. During his visit to Rumania,
our Prime Minister has in fact praised
the Rumanian government's policy of
prohibiting all exports of arm and mili·
tary equipment.
Aliran therefore requests the govern·
ment to let the public have a full explana·
tion of the matter.
Exco Member
(The above statement did not appear in any
newspaper - Editor)

•

A
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27 January 1987

INDEPENDENT STATIST ICS
liran calls for the establishment
of an independent Institute of
Social Statistics which will be
directly responsible to the public through
Parliament.
Such an institute is necessary since
certain Government statistics on poverty,
industrialisation, foreign investments and
national debts have been found to be
quite unreliable. Besides, it is sometimes
very difficult for analysts and researchers
outside the Government, journalists and
the public in general to obtain vital
information from the Government. In
fact there are instances in which statistics
have been manipulated to distort and
camouflage realities.
An independent Institute of Social
Statistics will collect, compile, analyse
and present statistics to the public on
a wide variety of subjects, including
the ecenomy, government administration,
politics, ethnic relations and so on. The
public should have ready access to these
statistics. Since the institute will be free
from political influence from any quarter,
it will be able to ensure a high level of
statistical reliability and accuracy.
It should be emphasised that the
establishment of such an institute does
not mean that other bodies which are
charged with collecting and compiling
statistics will cease to exist. These bodies
will go on with their present tasks,

Tan Chee Beng

27 January 1987

NON-MUSLIM RIGHTS

U

nder the present Federal and
State Constitutions the Syariab
cannot be imposed upon non·
Muslims. It would be a gross violation
of the basis upon which the Malaysian
nation was founded. It would be unfair
to the non-Muslims to force them to
conform to so-called Islamic methods
of punishment.
Even in an Islamic State, the non·
Muslims cannot be subjected to the
Syariah without their own free consent.
In fact, according to Islamic principles
of governance, non-Muslims should be
given the right to live under their own
laws and by their own customs. This
was the practice in early Islamic societies
right up to the Ottoman Empire of the
19th Century. It is obvious that Datuk
Mohammed Rahmat knows very little
about the Syariah and its relationship
to non-Muslims.
Datuk Mohammed should not exploit
religion to obtain political mileage,
especially since the UMNO Supreme
Council Elections are just aroUiid the
comer.
29 January 1987

Chandra Muzaffar
President
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Thinking Allowed
A closer look at what people say and do the world over

MONKEY BUSINESS
here there's money lying
around there's bound to be
people who will monkey
around with it. This is an
axiom which can be applied to today's
world of monkey business. Judging by
the antics of these people one cannot
help but come to the conclusion that
they lulven't got over the earlier stage
of avolutlon. and it looks • if Darwin
had been on the right track all along. It
is ana singly true that you cannot trust
monkeys with bananas. It is also true
that you can catch monkeys with banana too. Just put soma bananas in jan
with mouths big enough for their hands
to pau through, and they will grab
as many bananas as possible In their
fists, and when they want to pull their
hands out they get 11Uck. Greed is their
undoing. How similar is the behaviour
of monkeys and human beings! In fact
a study of monkeys will help one to
undermnd human beings better. Charles,
the Prince of Walas, once uid, "I learn
the way the monkey learns - watching
its parents". Vou can learn a lot from
monkeys. Malaysians are learning fast
- watching and aping what their leaden
are doing.
But why must we trust monkeys in
the first place? Wall, it's not that easy
to identify them behind their guise of
innocence enhanced by their air of righteousneu. Assuming a straight faca they
will go about spouting righteous anger
at other people and denouncing them
as dishonest, untrustworthy and corrupt
or lacking In integrity, virtuesand strength
of character. You might to led to believe
that butter wouldn't malt in their mouths
or elsewhere. Oh, what sublime hypocrisy! What poi'J1)ous pontificationl
Truth, however, has the knack of

emerging, sooner or later, to the surface
from the depths of lies and juggleries.
Although history has established the
triui'J1)h of truth yat most people do
not accept it or come to terms with it.
Apparently they beliave that it applies
only to chicken-hearted burns and lame
ducks; and that those in power or with
the right connection enjoy immunity
from the consequences of any dirty or
underhand act or its discovery. But
truth is far too big for us mortals. It
cannot be "protected" aven by a bodyguard of lies. Taka for example the
BMF affair in Hong Kong. Truth is slowly
coming out from it. What we know at
present are only the whiskers of the cat.
The whole cat is not out of the bag yet.
But time will show.
The former BMF and Bank Bumiputra
director Datuk Hashim Shamsudin has
been sentenced to 4% yean jail in Hong
Kong after pleading guilty to charges of
corruption and fraud. Apparently he
was a victim of circumstances .:... a pawn
in an intricate game of hocus-pocus.
According to his defence counsel he
had been following instructions from
his •parlors and influential figures in
the Malaysian Government. It's impossible to believe that such colosul
sums of money from a small country
could be issued just like that by a mare
director without the authority of higherups. Even Bank Bumlputra's Bahrain
branch's auditors and the Bahrain Government 11118lled a rat when an enor·
mous amount of money was transferr·
ad from Hong Kong to Bahrain. Apparently Da1Uk Hashim had been placed
in an atmosphere "where everybody is
doint it'~ It would have been odd for
anyone in such a situation not to have
dipped his hand into the "spoils".

•••

HOT ROD

ow Is the time for correction.
People are getting out of hand
- drinking in public and making
love in private. They must be
chastited - the good old·fashion way.
Don't spare the rod.
Caning or whipping has been all the
time the most popular fonn of corporal
punishment for offences from nuschiaf
at horne or in school to mischief in the
bushes. Thera may be a smack of sadism

in the execution of this type of punishment. and it may also arouse the sadistic
instinct in those who witness it. There
are reports In which parents, while whipping their children, lost control of themselves and inflicted serious injuries on
them. Call it child abuse but this is
sadism. In pre-war days schoolmasters
uled to cane their pupils with a veRt
geance for venial offences such as not
doing homework and dreaming in dass.
One cannot dismiss the possibility of a
sadistic factor in certain disciplinary
actions. A hundred yean ago slaves and
prisoners were flogged with sadistic
indulgence. As human beings become
more civilized or progressive and leu
barbaric the practice or corporal punishment has diminished considerably.
In most countries hanging or capital
punishment has been abolished. Psychological approach to various problems
appears to be a better solution than
corporal punishment.
In Malaysia there is a sudden revival,
like in the old days, of caning or whip·
ping for offences such as drinking alcohol
in public and sexual acts like khalwat
(dose proximity - a vague definition),
fornication and adultery committed by
Muslims. What stands out as rather
peculiar is that hornotexual act, which
I believe is the worst of all sex offences
is not specifically mentioned I Maybe
the reason is that AIDS was non-existent
a thousand years ago, 10 why should
we be concerned about it now?
Alcohol is definitely bad for health
and the consequences of alcoholism can
be obnoxious and deadly. That's why
it's a sin to consume it. Caning or
whipping for alcoholic consumers a
thousand years ago was highly justified.
The situation in those days was entirely
different from today. The State then
prohibited the manufacture and sale
of liquor; therefore its availibility and
the temptation for people to .drink It
ware eliminated. Again, those cauFt
manufacturing and selling liquor would
be punished together with drinkers.
During the Japanese Occupation liquor
was not available to the public, so
nobody drank. Everybody wa good.
This clearly shows that if the source of
trouble is removed people will not cauu
trouble. It is a futile exercise to stop
people from drinking in public when
they can drink in privacy. As long as
there is liquor around and within easy
reach people will not be prevented
continued on page 11
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